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SUMMARY
This research investigated possibilities for development of ‘sustainable business sites’ and the
possible added value of ‘sustainable business sites’ for firms. This was done while focussing on
the potential added value of a specific tertiary location factor to firms: a ‘sustainable image’.
This research is an example of qualitative research that has been carried out using an iterative
process in which three general phases can be distinguished. A literature study, interviews and a
case study were used to gather data. Business site Haarrijn was used as a case for this research.
The development of business site ‘Haarrijn’ is part of Leidsche Rijn’. This is a large urban
development at the north west boundary of the city of Utrecht and provides a home and place to
work for approximately 35.000 people. Business site Haarrijn is located at the north west edge
of the city of Utrecht and lies adjacent to the highway A2. It is developed with a strong focus on
its image because it is considered to be “the gate to Utrecht city” by the city council (Gemeente
Utrecht, 2008). A noise barrier with a futuristic design will be constructed alongside the
highway to reduce traffic noise and to make the area located behind the business site
inhabitable. This noise barrier is the main feature that gives business site Haarrijn its image. A
picture of a similar noise barrier is shown at the cover of this research. Businesses that are
active in logistics, whole sale, light industry, car dealerships or retail are allowed to be located at
business site Haarrijn. Offices are not allowed at business site Haarrijn.
The problem statement used during this research is:
What are possibilities for planning and developing sustainable business sites and does a business
site with a sustainable image offer added value to firms?
To answer this problem statement, six research questions were used: (1) What is a ‘sustainable
business site’? (2) What are factors which determine the added value of a business site for
companies? (3) What is a ‘sustainable image’ of a business site? (4) Is there a relation between
the added value of a business site and its image? (5) Does a ‘sustainable image’ have an effect on
the added value of a business site? (6) How well do ‘sustainable business sites’ fit in current
regulations and policy approaches?
Location factors are characteristics of a business site. Different location theories have used
different location factors to explain the location of firms over time. (Neo) classic location theory
centres around cost minimization and cost-based location factors. In (neo) classic location
theory, a firm is located there where it has the least total costs. Because of high transport costs at
the beginning of the 20th century, proximity of resources and labour were important location
factors, explaining large industrial clusters such as the German Ruhr area and the Dutch
Rijnmond area.
In the middle of the 20th century, transportation costs diminished due to an increased density of
transportation networks and improved technology. Regional differences in labour costs
diminished as well. To explain a large concentration of firms, so called ‘agglomeration theory’
was introduced. Large urban economic agglomerations can be explained based on two things.
First, some kind of natural advantage possessed by regions attracts economic activity. Second, so
called ‘agglomeration effects’ further increase a regions attractiveness to companies. Economies
of intra industry specialization, economies of scale and labour market economies are examples
of agglomeration effects.
The behavioural approach to location theory originated during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s.
Behavioural location theory is based on the social construction of knowledge. A firms location
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decision should satisfy as many of the firms (entrepreneurs or managers) needs as possible
Increased attention to less tangible and more personal location factors can be subscribed to
behavioral location theories.
At the end of the 20th century, traditional cost based location factors became less important for
a firms location decision because transport costs and regional differences in labour costs and
quality diminished. Besides, due to an increased density of infrastructure, almost all parts of the
western world became equally accessible. This means that business sites are becoming more
alike in the western world and less tangible, so called ‘tertiary location factors’ are becoming
more important for firms to distinguish between business sites and to derive added value from a
location. A ‘sustainable image’ is a tertiary location factor.
RESULTS

Because both concepts of ‘sustainability’ and ‘business site’ are very broad concepts, no suited
definition of the concept of ‘sustainable business site’ existed. This research distinguishes
between two types of ‘sustainable business sites’: ‘eco-industrial business sites’ and ‘green
business site’. the following definitions were formulated:
An ‘eco-industrial business site’ is:
a business site at which production processes of firms are interconnected through flows of energy
and material flows. Firms located at an eco-industrial business site realize economic-, social and
environmental benefits by exchanging products, by products, waste and energy.
A ‘green business site’ is:
a business site at which natural areas are developed to be part of a larger, interconnected ecologic
habitat system to increase biodiversity and function as ecologic corridors, ecologic stepping stones
or ecologic habitat patches within that larger system. Development and use of natural areas must
not conflict with urban functions. Natural areas can be utilized for recreational and
representational purposes. Both natural areas and built space meet high quality standards.
The added value of a business site is determined by the degree to which site characteristics
match location preferences of firms. It depends largely on firm characteristics what location
factors are valued by a firm. In this research, a distinction is made between ‘specialized firm
activity’ and ‘standardized firm activity’ to be able to investigate what location factors determine
the added value of a business site for companies. Cost-based location factors are of greater
importance to standardized firm activity than they are to specialized firm activity. Less tangible,
tertiary location factors, such as a sustainable image, are more important for determining added
value of a business site to ‘specialized firm activity’.
Based on this research it can be concluded that a green business site will have a sustainable
image. However, this research failed to come up with a solid definition of the concept of a
‘sustainable image’.
Results of this research show that there is a relation between the added value of a business site
and its image. Image is an important location factor for large (inter) national firms that are
active at the end of a value chain close to consumer markets.
A sustainable image of a business site can have an effect on the added value of a business site.
Firms generally favour a location on a business site with a sustainable-image compared to
conventional business sites. Only large (inter) national service oriented firms that are active
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close to consumer markets are willing to invest in a location that has a sustainable image. A
business site with a sustainable image distinguishes itself from other business sites. A business
site with a sustainable image offers competitive advantage to real estate developers because it
distinguishes their product (a business site) from the competition (conventional business sites).
Investments in this competitive advantage however do not result directly in higher land prices.
This research shows that government policy and regulations are not fit for development of a
green business site in the city of Utrecht. At a provincial level redevelopment and revitalization
of old deteriorated business sites is emphasized over the development of new business sites. If
new business sites are developed, it is focused on intensification by minimizing the amount of
public and open space.
At a municipal level business sites are developed with a strong focus on economic aspects. This
means business sites in Utrecht are developed with a focus on cost minimization and
maximization of the percentage of land that can be issued off. That does not work in favor of
development of green business sites.
This research concludes that green business sites offer added value to firms through a specific
tertiary location factor a ‘sustainable image’. However, it depends on firm characteristics
whether a firm is willing to invest more in a location on a green business site. Only large (inter)
national service oriented firms that are active at the end of a value chain or close to consumer
markets are willing to invest more in a location on a green business site compared to a
conventional business site.
A green business site offers competitive advantage to firms because it distinguishes itself from
other business sites. Hence, development of a green business site does not result in higher
economic revenues compared to conventional business sites, but it attracts companies.
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1 RELEVANCE & RESEARCH PROCEDURES

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Development of sustainable business and industrial sites is a topic which is gaining an increased
amount of attention in the Netherlands. The environment is “hot”. Sustainability has been on top
of political, societal and business agendas for a while. Various initiatives and research projects
regarding development of sustainable industries and sustainable business sites are currently
taking place. Examples of ‘sustainable business sites’ are numerous. Recent development of
‘Greenport Clover four’ , ‘Park2020 Haarlemmermeer, ‘Energy-neutral business site Vossenberg
Tilburg’ are just a few examples of business sites which are somehow ‘sustainable’.
‘Sustainability’ is a concept which has many facets and can be defined in many ways. Hence,
there is not a single type of ‘sustainable business site’. There are ‘sustainable business sites’
which focus on reducing energy demands; on waste management; on maintaining quality of the
natural environment- or just on sustainable park management. Because of the increased
attention to sustainability many companies are eager to be known as ‘environmental friendly’.
This suggests that a business site with a sustainable image offers added value to firms.
There are many different types of ‘business sites’. An office location is something completely
different than an industrial site. The type of firm activity located at a businesses site has a great
impact on its appearance and possibilities for sustainable development of the site. The type of
business for which a site is fit is influenced by many factors. Governmental policy,
environmental possibilities, accessibility and physical characteristics of the area are a few
examples. A firm’s spatial preferences can be explained by using ‘location factors’ (Jaarsma &
van der Knaap, 2006; van Dijk & Pellenbarg, 2000). ‘Location factors’ are site characteristics
which result in competitive advantage for firms, such as proximity of resources, available
infrastructure, accessibility, proximity of labour, representation and image (Meester, 2004).
Because both concepts of ‘sustainability’ and ‘business site’ are characterized by many facets and
are multi-interpretable, the concept of ‘sustainable business sites’ is difficult to define.
This report describes a MSc thesis research project which results in more insight in the
possibilities for development of ‘sustainable business sites’. By focussing on possible added
value offered for firms by ‘sustainable business sites’, insight is gain in possible revenues of
investments in development of ‘sustainable business sites’. This research will focus on the
relation between possible added value for firms and a business site’s ‘sustainable image’ as a
specific location factor.
LOCATION FACTOR:
Sustainable image

FIRM
ADDED
VALUE?

FIGURE 1: RESEARCH FOCUS
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1.2 RELEVANCE
The geographic position of a firm and its firm activity is the subject of economic geography and
location theory. Where and why do firms locate themselves? Economic geographers have used
different location theories to explain spatial preferences of firms. Firm characteristics also
influence the spatial preference of a firm. Whether firms are willing to invest more in a location
depends on the degree to which location preferences match with site characteristics.
Characteristics of a business site are called location factors. The more location factors meet a
firm’s demands, the higher the added competitive advantage a business site offers to a firm and
the more likely it is that a firm will choose to locate itself at that specific business site. Whether
firms are willing to make higher investments in a business site which has a ‘sustainable image’ is
subject of this research.
Below, a brief introduction into different location theories is presented, followed by a short
introduction into the concept of ‘sustainable business sites’. Second, a short discussion about the
costs and benefits of developing ‘sustainable business sites’ is presented followed by the aim and
problem statement of this research.
LOCATION THEORY

In (neo) classical location theory, or industrial location theory, location of firms is determined by
costs of transportation and labour. Weber (1899) is considered one of the founders of (neo)
classical location theory. In (neo) classic location theory firms are considered to behave in an
economic rational way. In order to minimize costs, firms locate themselves in the proximity of
resources and labour (Christensen & Drejer, 2005; Holl, 2004; Pellenbarg, 2006). In the middle
of the 20th century, transport costs decreased when infrastructural density increased and
technology advanced. This diminished the role of traditional cost based location factors. To
explain location preferences of firms, agglomeration theory was introduced. Centre of the
agglomeration theory is that firms located in each other’s proximity benefit from ‘agglomeration
economies’. Firms may benefit from close relations with specialized suppliers, intra-firm
knowledge spillovers, specialized knowledge or service institutions, a specialized labour force,
economies of scale and other agglomeration effects (Parr, 2002; Roos, 2005; Scott, 2000).
At the end of the 20th century, a so called “level playing field” is occurring regarding the
development of business sites (Pellenbarg, 2006). In the western world, agglomeration effects
are spread out over a wide area. Regional differences in cost and quality of labour are
disappearing. Almost every place in the western world is becoming equally accessible. This
means business sites are becoming more alike. So called ‘tertiary location factors’ are becoming
increasingly relevant for firms to distinguish between business sites when making a location
decision (Meester, 2004; Pellenbarg, 2006). ‘Image’ and ‘representation are tertiary location
factors ad are becoming more important location factors for a firm’s location decision.
Firm characteristics, such as market size and current location have a great influence on the
spatial preference of a firm(Meester, 1999). Firm characteristic which seems to influence spatial
preference of firms the most is the industry it is operating in (Doering, Evans-Klock, & Terkla,
2005; Pen, 2002). For instance, firms active in heavy production industries are likely to prefer a
location which has proper access to resources. Firms active in service industries and firms active
close to consumer markets are more likely to prefer a representative location with good access
to consumers.
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SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SITES

Different concepts regarding ‘sustainable business sites’ exist. Industrial Ecology is a scientific
field which investigates possibilities for preventing environmental damage by regarding
industries as complex and interrelated webs of energy and material exchanges (Chertow, 2000;
Erkman, 1997; Haskins, 2007). Human systems are no longer viewed as opposite to natural
systems, but are regarded in relation to their natural environment. Industrial ecology redesigns
industrial systems in order to completely reuse all raw materials (Gibbs, Deutz, & Proctor,
2005).
When using industrial ecology for development of ‘sustainable business sites’, ‘sustainability’ is
interpreted in an operational way. Production processes (operations) of firms are restructured
to be able to interconnect with others, enabling material and energy exchanges.
Despite that ‘Industrial Ecology’ was seen as an ideal for development of ‘sustainable business
sites’ by some (Timmermans & Roggema, 1999), ‘sustainability’ has evolved into a much broader
concept regarding the development of business sites (Louw, Needham, Olden, & Pen, 2004).
Currently attention is paid to characteristics of the site itself as well. Space at business sites can
be used for nature conservation, preservation of habitat and increasing biodiversity (Snep &
Ottburg, 2008).
Although a general distinction can be made between ‘sustainable business sites’ which focus on
‘sustainable production’ and which focus at ‘sustainable site arrangements’ (Pellenbarg, 2002), it
will vary from case to case what characteristics of a ‘sustainable business site’ will be. This
means it is not clear what exactly a ‘sustainable business site’ is. However, this general
distinction offers a good starting point for this research to further explore and define the
concept of ‘sustainable business sites’.
SUSTAINABLE PROFITABILITY

The notion that economic benefits can be realized by implementing sustainability into
production processes is gaining popularity (Effting, 2009). Savings can be realized by reducing
energy and raw material use in production processes (Porter & van der Linde, 1995). Others
have argued that to realize true sustainable developments, being sustainable must also result in
economic benefits (McDonough & Braungart, 2002).
When investing in sustainable technology, payback time becomes important from an economical
point of view. Sustainable technology will require higher investments but, on the long term,
economic revenues can be realized (Effting, 2009). The time it takes to earn back investments
will influence the outcome of an investment decision. When investing in sustainable production
processes, estimations on payback time and return on investments are relatively easy to make,
due to the comprehensibility of measures. When developing business sites, it becomes far less
obvious whether investments in ‘sustainability’ will result in positive economic revenues. This is
because of two main reasons. First, it is not clear what a ‘sustainable business site’ actually is.
This means it is difficult to predict (extra) investments needed to develop a ‘sustainable business
site’. Second, it is not clear if firms are willing to pay higher prices for ‘sustainable business sites’
as opposed to being located at a conventional site.
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LOCATION FACTOR: A SUSTAINABLE IMAGE

Agglomeration effects are spread out over a larger area and differences in transport and labour
costs are diminishing. This means location factors such as image and representation are
becoming more important to distinguish a business site and to offer added competitive
advantage to firms, although a firm’s valuation of such location factors differs based on firm
characteristics (Doering et al., 2005). Less tangible location factors such as image and
representation are becoming more important for the development of business sites.
Effort is put into development of ‘sustainable business sites’ at several locations in the
Netherlands. However, no clear definition of the concept of ‘sustainable business sites’ is
available. ‘Sustainability’ is a topic which is gaining a lot of attention. Firms are investing in
sustainable technology and like to have a reputation as a ‘sustainable firm’. The idea that
economic interests and environmental interests can be served both at the same time has been a
catalyst for investments in sustainable technology (Effting, 2009). For the development of
‘sustainable business sites’ it is often not clear whether additional investments needed in
‘sustainability’ will have positive economic results.
Perhaps business sites whit a ‘sustainable image’ can offer added competitive advantage for
companies because of the increased importance of image as a location factor and the increased
importance of ‘sustainability’ for a company’s reputation. This research focuses on the possible
added value offered for firms by a business site with a ‘sustainable image’.

1.3 PURPOSE AND PROBLEM
Because no business site is alike and because ‘sustainability’ has developed into a very broad
concept, no general accepted definition for the concept of a ‘sustainable business site’ exists.
Generally speaking, the traditional opposition between the economy and ecology is
disappearing. Several authors (see for instance: Abukhader, 2008; McDonough & Braungart;
2002; Porter & van der Linde, 1995) have argued that investments in sustainable production
will have positive economic effects because of increased cost efficiencies. However, a lot of
uncertainties exist regarding economic revenues (positive or negative) of investments in
sustainable development of space in general and of ‘sustainable business sites’ in particular.
This research sets out to shed some light on the economic revenues of developing ‘sustainable
business sites’. The development of ‘sustainable business sites’ probably requires higher
investments compared to the development of conventional business sites, because the layout of
a ‘sustainable business site’ is more spacious (which means a lower percentage of land can be
issued of), or investments in sustainable production technology are required. Possibilities for
planning and development of ‘sustainable business sites’ are investigated while focussing on a
particular location factor: ‘a sustainable image’ and its possible added value to firms. The image
of a business site will be influenced by its nature. Possibilities for development of ‘sustainable
business sites’ will not only be influenced by physical area characteristics but also by social and
political characteristics. Policy approaches and regulations influence possibilities for
development of ‘sustainable business sites’.
If investments in developing a ‘sustainable business site’ are to realize positive economic
revenues, a ‘sustainable business site’ has to offer added value to firms. If a ‘sustainable image’ is
an important location factor for firms, firms will probably be willing to make higher investments
in locating their activities at a business site with a ‘sustainable image’. Hence, this research
investigates the relation between a ‘sustainable image’ of a business site and its added value for
firms.
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AIM

Aim of this research is to get insight in the possibilities for development of ‘sustainable business
sites and in the possible added value of ‘sustainable business sites’.
Insight in possible added value of ‘sustainable business sites’ is gain based on investigating the
potential relation between a ‘sustainable image’ of a business site and it’s added value for firms.
This is done by designing a conceptual model in which the above mentioned relation between a
‘sustainable image’ of a business site and the added value for firms is described. The conceptual
model will be evaluated and improved based on expert interviews and by studying a case.
At this stage a ‘sustainable business site’ will be generally defined as:
A business site at which actions are aimed at creating sustainable production processes or at which
actions are aimed at sustainable site arrangements (Pellenbarg, 2002).
This definition includes two lines of though regarding sustainability and business sites.
Industrial ecology serves as an example of the first line of thought; actions aimed at sustainable
production. The second line of though, actions aimed at sustainable site arrangements, deals
with combined use of facilities, using park management for maintenance to prolong a business
site’s life, maintaining public space and open space in and ecological way, developing a business
site as part of a wider natural area, etc., etc. It is expected that actions aimed at sustainable site
arrangements result in a business site’s ‘sustainable image’.
A business site offers added value to firms through location factors. A firm’s location decision is
based on a valuation of a specific combination of location factors. This research assesses the
potential added value for firms of a specific location factor: a sustainable image.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

For this research, the following problem statement is used:
What are possibilities for planning and developing sustainable business sites and does a business
site with a sustainable image offer added value to firms?

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Based on the short introduction and problem statement several research questions can be
identified.
1. What is a ‘sustainable business site’?
To get insight in the possibilities for the development of ‘sustainable business sites’ the
concept of ‘sustainable business site’ needs to become clear.
2. What are factors which determine the added value of a business site for companies?
To be able to determine the effect of a ‘sustainable image’ on the added value of a
business site for companies, insight in location factors and other aspects determining
the added value of a business site for companies is needed.
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3. What is a ‘sustainable image’ of a business site?
It is not sure whether a ‘sustainable business site’ will automatically have a ‘sustainable
image’. There are situations imaginable in which a business site can be called
‘sustainable’ because waste is exchanged and reused but does not have a ‘sustainable
image’. An opposite situation, in which a lot of attention has gone out to designing green
public space for a business site can give a business site a ‘sustainable image’ while this
does not necessarily have anything to do with ‘sustainability’.
4. Is there a relation between the added value of a business site and its image?
To be able to determine possible added value for investments in a ‘sustainable business
site’, it is necessary to determine whether a link exists between the added value offered
by a business site to companies and the image of the business site.
5. Does a ‘sustainable image’ have an effect on the added value of a business site?
When business sites with a ‘sustainable image’ deliver more added value to companies
than other business sites, this might be an indication that investments in ‘sustainable
business sites’ will yield positive economic revenues.
6. How well do ‘sustainable business sites’ fit in current regulations and policy approaches?
Policy and regulations have a great influence on possibilities for development of
‘sustainable business sites’. Therefore it is of importance to analyze current policy and
regulations regarding development of ‘sustainable business sites’.

1.5 RESEARCH PROCEDURES
In this section the procedures followed during this research are explained. Some background
information about qualitative research is presented followed by a description of the researcher’s
role.

1.5.1 BACKGROUND
This research project is qualitative. Creswell (2003) lists some characteristics of qualitative
research.
1. Qualitative research takes place in natural settings which enables the researcher to
develop a level of detail about his subject and to be highly involved in actual experiences
of participants.
2. Multiple methods that are interactive and humanistic are used to collect data.
3. Qualitative research is emergent rather than tightly prefigured; several aspects emerge
during a qualitative study.
4. Qualitative research is fundamentally interpretive.
5. Social phenomena are viewed holistically.
There is an ongoing debate about the value and validity of qualitative research versus
quantitative research, which is concerned with quantifying and analyzing hard, objective data. It
goes too far to discuss this ongoing debate in great detail. Here it is sufficient to discuss the work
of Flyvbjerg (2001), who provides an excellent argumentation why qualitative methods are
more suited to perform spatial planning research than quantitative methods.
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First of all, spatial planning research deals with highly complex situations which cannot always
be captured in numbers and statistics. Phenomena under investigation are often influenced by
numerous variables, some of which are impossible to quantify. Spatial planning deals with the
future and research takes place in the present. This makes it very difficult to use exact variables
to perform research. Planning research takes place in the real world, not in a laboratory, in
which sometimes not even all variables which influence the phenomena under investigation are
known.
For spatial planning research to matter, it has to be able to ask questions which help explaining
social phenomena and processes. Questions which take context, power, values, personal
relations, etc., into consideration and which do not always provide quantifiable answers.
Qualitative research allows such questions to be asked (Creswell, 2003; Flyvbjerg, 2001)
The context in which spatial planning research takes place changes over time and differs from
case to case. However, to make a good interpretation of reality possible it is necessary to take
context into account when performing spatial planning research. Qualitative research allows
context to be taken into account, because qualitative research does not require the research to
be replicable and it is not necessary to conduct research in an environment in which all variables
can be controlled. Therefore a better understanding of the phenomena under investigation is
possible
It is impossible to take all aspects of context into account. Hence, which aspects are taken into
account depend on the researcher; which means a subjective choice. Qualitative research allows
for such choices, as long as they are explained and accounted for. When decisions to include or
exclude certain aspects in this research, or when assumptions are made, it is tried to explain
these choices thoroughly.
Qualitative research does not result in universal law or theory as perceived by the natural
sciences. Data and analysis resulting from qualitative research is case specific and context
dependent. However, when context is taken into consideration, data resulting from qualitative
research can be used to generate more general theory and concepts. These concepts and theory
are a constructed image of reality, which can act as a conceptual framework which helps
researchers in understanding and analyzing reality (Flyvbjerg, 2001). This means theory
resulting from qualitative research can be used to understand different cases but does not
necessarily has to be applicable to all cases, due to the importance of context. Data can be
gathered using a variety of techniques. Interviews can be held, workshops in which expert are
asked to participate can be used, meetings can be attended or observed, case documents can be
studied, etc.
Validity and scientific value of qualitative research depends on explanation of the analysis, the
interpretations and decisions made. Interpreting qualitative data and conducting qualitative
research is by definition subjective. The choice what to study and what not, how to describe the
analysis and data, which concepts and frameworks to use are all subjective decisions. The
outcomes of such decisions depend on the context of the research as well as personal
background, values and beliefs of the researcher (Creswell, 2003; Flyvbjerg, 2001). Accounting
for decisions made during the research begins with explaining the researcher’s role, personal
values and background. By doing this, the reader is provided with some background
information, which can help the reader in interpreting and valuing the results.
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1.5.2 RESEARCHER’S ROLE
Because in qualitative research the researcher himself is responsible for analyzing data and it is
impossible to conduct research without excluding personal values it is necessary to identify
personal values, assumptions and biases (Creswell, 2003; Flyvbjerg, 2001). My perceptions
about sustainable business sites and possible added value of investment in sustainable
technology have been shaped by my education, my environment, my personal experiences and
my previous research.
From September 2002 until now I have been a student in landscape architecture and spatial
planning, with as specialization spatial planning. I have reached the degree of BSc and I am
currently joining the MSc program. This research project is part of my MSc education. During my
education at the Wageningen University (WUR) I have developed an interest in spatial
development projects. Special interest goes to financial aspects of spatial planning in general and
in financial aspects of development projects in particular. I support the idea that without solid
financial foundations no spatial development whatsoever can be realized.
Prior to this research project, I have investigated possibilities for implementation of the ‘cradle
to cradle’ concept in regional development, see (Effting, 2009). During this research I became
interested in possible added value which might be created by investments in sustainable
technology. Most important case for this research was a large scale regional development which
contained development of sustainable business sites.
Besides working on this research project, I worked for a real estate developer which is primarily
active in development of houses. Real estate developers are always looking for ways to increase
the value of their developments and developing a business site with a ‘sustainable image’ may be
a way to do so.
During the research I will try to keep my private opinions out of the conducted analysis. It is
important to mention here, that I do belief in added value created by investments in sustainable
business sites. Personally, I tend to believe a business site with a ‘special sustainable image’ is
worth more than a conventional business site.

1.6 METHODOLOGY
In this section the methodology used for this research is presented followed by a description of
the case used for this research.

1.6.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Numerous research methods are available to conduct qualitative research (Creswell, 2003). This
research is an example of a conductive qualitative research. This research can be regarded as an
example of “deductive qualitative analysis”. In deductive qualitative analysis a conceptual model
is formulated which includes several hypothesis which are tested and adjusted as the research
progresses. (Bitektine, 2008)
This research was executed following three general steps:
1. Literature study
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A literature study was used to get insight in the concept of ‘sustainable business sites’, the
concept of a ‘sustainable image’, factors determining the added value of business sites and the
link between a sustainable image and the added value of a business site.
Ultimately, the literature study was used to formulate a conceptual model. The conceptual model
basically is a summary of the relation between a business site’s ‘sustainable image’ and its added
value for companies.
2. Interviews
Interviews with various respondents were performed. Interviews with real estate agents,
government officials, consultants and company owners were used to test and adjust the
conceptual model made during the literature study.
3. Case study
A case was used to test the conceptual model formulated during research steps one and two. The
case of business site ‘Haarrijn’ was used for this research. ‘Haarrijn’ served this research as a
fictive case, upon which the conceptual model was tested. ‘Haarrijn’ is considered a test-case for
a collection of ideas and hypotheses formulated during phases one and two of the research. A
brief introduction to the case of Haarrijn is presented below followed by a short discussion
about its suitability for this research.

1.6.2 HAARRIJN
In this section an introduction to the case of business site ‘Haarrijn’ is presented.
In the fourth report on physical planning extra (Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, 1990), the area
located to the North East of the town of Utrecht was first mentioned as a place for new urban
development. A new ‘city’, providing a home for approximately 30.000 people was to be
developed as part of solving shortage of space for urban developments in the larger Randstad
area. This new city is called ‘Leidsche Rijn’. In 2009, preparations for the development of the last
part of Leidsche Rijn are well underway. The last part of the larger urban development ‘Leidsche
Rijn’ is called ‘Haarrijn’ and consists of three parts; a business site, a recreational pond and an
area meant for houses. The Haarrijn area is surrounded by two business sites. In figure 2, a map
is shown in which the Haarrijn area is displayed.
The development of business site Haarrijn was used as a case for this research. The urban
development plan for business site Haarrijn has been approved by the city council at the end of
2008 (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008). This basically means most details for the development of
business site ‘Haarrijn’ are already determined.
The first part of Haarrijn consists of the development of 12 ha business site next to the national
highway A2. Important part of this business site is a noise barrier which is needed to enable the
second part of ‘Haarrijn’: an area of approximately 49 ha destined for housing. Without this
noise barrier, the area would suffer too much from traffic noise caused by traffic using the
national highway A2. The development of business site Haarrijn was used as a case for this
research. The urban development plan for business site Haarrijn has been approved by the city
council at the end of 2008 (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008). This basically means that most details for
the development of business site ‘Haarrijn’ are already determined. Business site Haarrijn was
as an interesting case for this research because there has been paid a lot of attention to the
image it should get. Business site Haarrijn will be characterized by a noise barrier which reduces
traffic noise.
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FIGURE 2: THE HAARRIJN AREA. (SOURCE: GEMEENTE UTRECHT, 2008)

This noise barrier is designed according to an innovative design, (see the picture on the cover of
this research) creating a landmark and integrating the business site behind it into a glass wall.
The decision to create a special noise barrier is probably made partly because ‘Haarrijn’ is
considered to be the entrance to the city of Utrecht. To ensure architectural quality of the
business site to match the design of the noise barrier, buildings located at ‘Haarrijn’ have to
match qualitative design criteria (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008).
At the beginning of summer 2009, the global economic climate went down. In the Netherlands,
companies in the construction industry and real estate developers were going through rough
financial times. Many business sites which were built in the past suffered from vacancy and
deteriorated at a high rate.
National policy was aimed at re-development of old business sites and improvement of quality.
Economic circumstances and abundant supply at comparable business sites lead, amongst other
things, to the failure of negotiations between the city of Utrecht and a real estate developer
concerning the development of business site ‘Haarrijn’.
This basically means that the whole project ‘Haarrijn’ has come to a halt. Since it is not allowed
to live in houses at the second part of Haarrijn before construction of the noise barrier is
completed, the whole plan will probably suffer from delay.
The case of Haarrijn is of interest for this research because of multiple reasons. First, there
already is a strong focus on image. When business site Haarrijn is developed into a ‘sustainable
business site’ there are opportunities for creating a business site with a strong ‘sustainable
image’. Second, regarding the economic climate, it is of even greater interest to investigate
whether a ‘sustainable image’ offers added value for companies. Because most details for
business site Haarrijn are already decided upon, it is interesting to use the current design for
Haarrijn as a benchmark to compare it to the development of Haarrijn into a business site with a
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‘sustainable image’. Third, the case of Haarrijn can serve as a “test case”. In practice, situations
are never ideal and plans can be in any phase. Because actual developments have not begun, the
case of Haarrijn can be used to investigate what is needed to change business site Haarrijn into a
site with a ‘sustainable image’.

1.6.3 OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PROCEDURES
In figure 3, a general overview of the research procedures is shown.
Literature study
Research questions 1, 2 and 4

Interviews
Research questions 2,3,4 and 5

Case study
Research questions 1,5
and 6
FIGURE 3: RESEARCH PROCEDURES

In figure 3 it is also displayed which research phase contributes to answering what research
questions. In general, the above presented steps can be distinguished for this research project.
However, qualitative research asks for a flexible design and is emergent rather than tightly
prefigured (Creswell, 2003). Sometimes it was necessary to go back one or more steps because
of insights gained in a later stage of the research. The presented steps should therefore not be
interpreted as a strict roadmap along which this research was conducted; they are more general
phases which can be distinguished for this research.
This report consists of four chapters. The introduction to this research, the aim of this research,
the problems statement of this research and the research procedures were presented in this
chapter. In chapter two, results of the literature study are presented. At the end of the second
chapter a definition is presented for the concept of ‘sustainable business site’.
The results of the case study are presented in the third chapter. Data gathered during interviews
is also presented in chapter three. A discussion which enables the reader to interpret and value
the outcomes of this research appropriately is presented in chapter four. Final conclusions are
also presented in the fourth chapter as well as recommendations for future research.
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2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
In this chapter, the conceptual framework for this research is presented. This chapter starts with
a brief overview of scientific theory describing location preferences of firms. In section 2.1,
(Neo) classic location theory, agglomeration theory and behavioural location theory are
discussed. In section 2.2, a brief overview of literature on ‘sustainable business sites’ is
presented. The theory of ‘industrial ecology’ and different ecologic theories are used to
distinguish between two types of ‘sustainable business sites’: ‘eco-industrial business sites’ and
‘green business sites’. In section 2.3, information about location factors is presented. First, a
description of several location factors is given. Second, trends affecting the importance of
different location factors are described. Third, tertiary location factors are described briefly.
Fourth, the tertiary location factor a ‘sustainable image’, which is part of this research’s focus, is
discussed. In section 2.4, the influence of firm characteristics on the importance of location
factors is discussed. A distinction is made between ‘standardized’ and ‘specialized’ firm activity.
For ‘standardized’ firm activity traditional cost based location factors are still important for the
firm’s location decision, whereas for ‘specialized firm activity’ so called “tertiary” location
factors are becoming more important to realize competitive advantage. Firm size is another
important firm activity which influences the importance of location factors to firms as well. In
section 2.5, some conclusions are presented followed by a discussion about the concept of park
management in section 2.6. Park management may be a helpful tool for development of
sustainable business sites. In section 2.7, the conceptual model is presented which summarizes
the relation between ‘sustainable business sites’, ‘firm characteristics’ and a ‘sustainable image’
as a location factor. This conceptual model is used to analyse the possible added value of
business sites with a ‘sustainable image’ for companies. At the end of section 2.7, some criteria
are identified which are used to analyse the case ‘Haarrijn’ in chapter three.

2.1 LOCATION THEORY
For long, economic geographers have studied location preferences of firms. Why and how firms
choose their location is subject of location theories. (Neo) classical location theory,
agglomeration theory and behavioural location theory are three location theories which have
been used in economic geography (Pellenbarg, 2006) and are briefly described below.

2.1.1 (NEO) CLASSICAL LOCATION THEORY
Weber (1899) is considered one of the founders of (neo) classical location theory. In (neo)
classical location theory, a firm is considered to behave in an economic rational way. All
decisions made by firms are supposed to be based on economic data and serve to maximize
profits. (Neo) classic location theory centres on cost minimization. A location which has the least
total costs for a firm is a firm’s favoured location. Cost based location theory originated during
the industrial revolution, when transport costs were relatively high (Falck & Heblich, 2008;
Pellenbarg, 2006). (Neo) classical location theory can be used to explain the formation of large
industrial conglomerates such as the German Rurh area and the Dutch ‘Rijnmond’ area. Firms
are located close to resources, customers or suppliers in order to minimize transport costs.
Collocating firms may benefit from access to shared resources, such as infrastructure
(Christensen & Drejer, 2005; Falck & Heblich, 2008; Pellenbarg, 2006).
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2.1.2 ECONOMIES OF AGGLOMERATION
In the middle of the 20th century, transportation costs diminished due to an increased density of
transportation networks and improved technology. Due to higher labour mobility, regional
differences in labour costs diminished as well. To explain a large concentration of firms, so called
‘agglomeration theory’ was introduced (Pellenbarg, 2006). Since then, agglomeration theories
have been widespread to explain a concentration of economic activity. Large urban economic
agglomerations can be explained based on two things. First, some kind of natural advantage
possessed by regions attracts economic activity. Second, so called ‘agglomeration effects’ further
increase a regions attractiveness to companies (Roos, 2005). Agglomeration economies are
related to the concepts of ‘economies of scale’ and ‘network economy’. Firms benefit from intrafirm interactions which are non market related. Knowledge spillovers, economies of intra
industry specialization, economies of scale and labour market economies are examples of
agglomeration effects (Matouschek & Robert-Nicoud, 2005; Pellenbarg, 2002; Roos, 2005). The
more firms agglomerate, the lower relative production costs will be, is the general idea (Hessels,
1992; Parr, 2002). Economic agglomerations attract firms because a positive relation exists
between agglomerate outputs and agglomerate production growth, due to interrelatedness of
firms in these agglomerations (Storper & Scott, 2009).
So, areas with some kind of ‘natural advantage’ (availability of resources, access to
infrastructure) attract economic activity. This economic activity in turn attracts more economic
activity due to agglomeration effects.

2.1.3 BEHAVIOURAL LOCATION THEORY
The behavioural approach to location theory originated during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s.
It was an answer to modernistic (neo) classical location theory, which is based on the ideal of
homo economicus. Behavioural location theory can be regarded a postmodern theory.
Behavioural location theory is based on the social construction of knowledge. Location decisions
are based on imperfect information, the ability to process information and personal preferences
(Meester & Pellenbarg, 2006; Scott, 2000). A firms location decision should satisfy as many of
the firms (entrepreneurs or managers) needs as possible (Louw et al., 2004; Meester, 1999).
Increased attention to less tangible and more personal location factors can be subscribed to
behavioural location theories. However, the behavioural approach had rather little influence in
economic geography and became “the preserve of highly specialized researchers and ended up as a
positivistic blind alley which was every bit as mechanistic as the (neo) classic geography that it was
supposed to supplant”(Scott, 2000, p-488).
Although behavioural theory is not used often to explain a firms location, the upcoming of
behavioural location theory meant an increased awareness that the location of a firm is not
solely determined by transport and labour costs, but that less tangible and more personal
factors play a role as well (Pellenbarg, 2006).

2.1.4 LOCATION THEORY ANNO 2009
How can the discussed location theories which all originated during a specific time period be
used to explain the location of firms anno 2009? Does (neo) classic location theory still offer an
explanation for a firm’s location? Is behavioural location theory of any use?
It appears a more hybrid form of location theory is used to explain a firm’s location. It seems it
primarily depends on firm characteristics what location factors can be used best to explain a
firm’s location. Location factors are characteristics which describe a firm’s location. Proximity to
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resources, agglomeration benefits, image, accessibility, land price, government policy, etc., are
examples of location factors.
To be able to get insight in the possible added value of ‘sustainable business sites’, insight is not
only needed in theories explaining the location of firms, insight in the concept of ‘sustainable
business sites’ is needed as well. In the next section, the concept of ‘sustainable business sites’ is
explored further.

2.2 SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SITES
Both concepts of ‘business site’ and ‘sustainability’ are very broad. Hence, different meanings are
given to the concept of ‘sustainable business site’. For this research a general distinction is made
here between two types of ‘sustainable business sites’.
1. At the first type of ‘sustainable business site’ it is tried to reorganise production
processes to prevent or minimize environmental damage. The concept of ‘industrial
ecology’ is often referred to when discussing this type of ‘sustainable business sites’. This
type of ‘sustainable business sites’ is discussed in section 2.2.1 and will be called an ‘ecoindustrial business site’.
2. For the second type, ‘sustainability’ is interpreted in terms of the terrain itself. Quality of
the surroundings, (architectural) quality of built-up space and possibilities for ecological
development of open space at the site are issues which are considered for this type of
‘sustainable business site’. This type of ‘sustainable business site’ will be called a ‘green
business site’. In section 2.2.2, this type will be described further.
This distinction between two types of ‘sustainable business sites’ is made by Pellenbarg (2002)
and is also described by Louw et al. (2004).

2.2.1 ECO-INDUSTRIAL BUSINESS SITES
Traditionally, nature is seen as something unethical (which is a view which can be traced back
all the way to Darwin), giving humans the ability to conquer nature’s resources. Ecosystems and
industries are regarded as two separate things which stand opposite to each other (Chertow,
2000; Erkman, 1997; Hond, 2000; Isenmann, 2003b). Ecosystems are sometimes regarded in
terms of source and sink. Natural resources used as inputs for human systems (source) are
scarce and optimum use should be made of resources. Outputs (waste) should be treated
sensible as well and should be discarded as safe as possible (sink) (Isenmann, 2003b). When
analyzing ecosystems, a tendency exists to systematically neglect humans as part of ecosystems
(Isenmann, 2003b). When regarding sustainability issues, this view leads to finding ways to
minimize interactions between industries and ecosystems. With a more traditional world view,
being sustainable results in minimizing the effects of industries on the environment.
INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY

Industrial ecology is a scientific field which essentially regards humans as part of ecosystems
and tries to realize environmental benefits by creating material and energy exchange as in
natural ecosystems happens. Industries are regarded in relation to their environment (Chertow,
2000; Erkman, 1997; Hond, 2000; Isenmann, 2003a). Industrial ecology expands the scope from
a single firm to multiple firms, regarding industries and production processes as interacting
systems rather than isolated components of linear cradle to grave material flows (Erkman, 1997;
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Haskins, 2007; Hond, 2000). Industries are seen as mechanisms for the transformation of
materials (Gibbs et al., 2005). In fact, industries are seen as eco-systems.
Within an ecosystem, exchange and reuse of materials is possible. By regarding industries as
systems which distribute materials and energy and by facilitating the exchange of waste,
products and by-products, industrial ecology tries to realize environmental benefits (Chertow,
2000; Erkman, 1997; Gibbs et al., 2005). In essence, industrial ecology is about understanding
how industrial systems work, how material and energy flows are used by industries and how
industries interact with the biosphere. Then, based on knowledge of ecosystems, material and
energy flows are reconfigured to make exchange and reuse possible, leading to industries which
are compatible with natural ecosystems.
‘Eco-industrial business sites’ are often developed in such a way that material and energy
exchange becomes possible.

2.2.2 GREEN BUSINESS SITES
The term ‘green business site’ refers to the characteristics of the surroundings, public space and
overall spatial quality of the site. Again, it is possible to distinguish between many types of
‘green business sites’. ‘Natural sites’ are business sites where nature conservation is a leading
principle for the development of public space. Business sites for which the surrounding areas
and landscapes have been leading for its design can be called a ‘business site with landscape
value’. A business site at which green pasture is used to improve the design of the site is called a
‘dressed up business site’. Vegetation is used for the presentation of the site itself and the
buildings located at it. The descriptions of ‘natural sites’, ‘business sites with landscape value’
and ‘dressed up sites’ is derived from Kockman & de Kanter (2001). Below, closer attention is
paid to ecological potential of ‘green business sites’.
When sustainability is interpreted in terms of site arrangements and organisation of the terrain
itself, it is interesting to regard the potential ecological value of business sites. Considering
interactions between human- and natural systems, ecologists have concentrated on finding ways
to reduce negative effects of human systems (Yang & Lay, 2004). With the disappearing of the
traditional opposition between urban systems and natural systems, people have began to realize
the ecological possibilities offered by urban green space (Breuste, 2004). Here, some efforts to
integrate ecologic concepts into development of urban systems are discussed. However, it is
important to notice that several authors indicate that more empiric research is needed to get
better insight in the value of ecologic concepts for development of urban systems (Breuste,
Niemelä, & Snep, 2008; Snep & Ottburg, 2008; Yang & Lay, 2004).
McArthur and Wilson’s (1967) island biogeography theory and Hanski and Gilpin’s (1991) meta
population theory appear to provide useful frameworks for planning of urban ecological spaces
(Breuste et al., 2008).
ISLAND THEORY & METAPOPULATION THEORY (FREE
INTEPRETATION OF (TOWNSEND, HARPER, & BEGON, 2000))

McArthur and Wilson’s equilibrium theory of island biogeography is related to one of the most
consistent ecological patterns: the relationship between area size and species richness. It is
considered a radical change in the way ecologists think about population. As island size
increases, so does species richness. An island, however, is not necessarily an actual island, but
can be any isolated habitat area, such as an urban green patch. Centre of the island
biogeography theory is that species richness is a result of a constant species turnover caused by
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extinction and immigration. Area size and species richness are positively related. Area
remoteness and species richness are negatively correlated. Larger areas support more species.
More remote or isolated areas are less accessible to immigrating species, resulting in a lower
level of species richness.
Metapopulation theory also deals with habitat size and dispersal distance. A metapopulation is a
population which consists of a collection of sub-populations. Each sub population itself is not
large enough to survive. The metapopulation persists as a “result of the balance between
random extinctions and re-colonisations of habitat patches” (Townsend et al., 2000). The key to
a persisting metapopulation thus lies in the interconnectedness of habitats. By creating a spatial
grid of large habitat areas interconnected through ecological corridors and stepping stones, the
strength of a metapopulation can be increased.
ECOLOGICAL AREAS AT BUSINESS SITES

Partially based on the island biogeography and metapopulation theories, there are several
possibilities to improve biodiversity at natural areas of business sites. It is of importance that
natural areas are connected to a larger interconnected system of ecological corridors, stepping
stones and large habitat areas (Breuste et al., 2008; Snep, Van Ierland, & Opdam, 2009; Yang &
Lay, 2004). Natural areas at business sites must be large enough to support a meta population of
target species and these areas must be interconnected to increase opportunities for interaction
(Breuste, 2004; Yang & Lay, 2004).
Snep et al. (2009) present the following possibilities for increasing biodiversity at business sites:
1. Roofs of company buildings offer great potential for habitat development.
2. All ground level green space is developed for “biodiversity purposes” (only use native
plants, create flower rich grasslands, etc.).
3. Vacant lots of buildings are used to create habitat until these lots are needed for
construction.
4. A large open green area is created, which is open to the public. This large green area is
used as a stepping stone within a context of a larger system of interconnected habitat
patches.
5. Linear elements at the business site are used to create ecological corridors, again as part
of a larger ecological system of interconnected habitat patches.
Development of natural areas at business sites that enhance biodiversity can be done in various
ways, but it is important to notice that measures are only acceptable if they can be combined
with urban functions ; a ‘green business site’ must be able to combine company interests with
increasing biodiversity. Ecological areas of business sites must contribute to the overall quality
and functionality of the business site itself. Ecological areas at business sites must be open to the
public so workers and clients are able to enjoy it. Without the possibility to use the natural areas
of business sites, these areas will offer little added value for companies. As Breuste (2004)
mentions, urban ecological areas which are closed off to the general public are perceived as ugly
and messy areas which do not belong in an urban environment. In other words: without the
possibility to utilize natural areas at ‘green business sites’, support from companies to develop
and maintain these areas will be missing. Also, ecological areas at business sites must not
conflict with firm activities. There are probably no firms that are willing to operate in a suboptimal way to enable the increase of biodiversity at business sites. On the other hand, when
green pasture at a business site is merely used to cover up industrial systems, it can be
questioned whether such a business site should still be called a ‘sustainable business site’ at all.
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2.3 LOCATION FACTORS
Different location theories which are described in the previous section use different location
factors to explain the spatial preferences of firms. For development of business sites, it is useful
to understand the importance of location factors in order to develop a site which optimally
meets the demand of firms and offers maximum competitive advantage. But what location
factors are currently of importance to firms? And are all location factors of importance to all
firms? In literature studied , many location factors are described and perhaps are categorized in
even more ways. (See for instance:Christensen & Drejer, 2005; Dunning, 2009; Falck & Heblich,
2008; Holl, 2004; Matouschek & Robert-Nicoud, 2005; Pellenbarg, 2002, 2004, 2006; Pen, 2002;
Roos, 2005; van Dijk & Pellenbarg, 2000)In this section first, a short description of several
location factors is presented and a distinction is made between primary-, secondary- and
tertiary location factors. Second, several trends affecting the importance of location factors over
time are discussed. Third, the influence of firm characteristics on the importance of location
factors is discussed. At the end of this section, some conclusion regarding the importance of
different location factors are presented.

2.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION FACTORS
In literature studied a distinction is often made between ‘push’ factors, ‘pull’ factors and ‘keep’
factors. ‘Push factors’ drive a firm away from its current location (Meester, 1999; Pellenbarg,
2006; Pen, 2002). ‘Pull factors’ attract firms to specific locations and ‘keep’ factors are
preventing firms from migrating. “Lack of space for expansion is always push factor
number one, and accessibility problems are a good number two.” (van Dijk & Pellenbarg, 2000, p195). The local labour market is a ‘keep factor’. Opposite of ‘push factors’ are ‘pull factors’: good
accessibility and enough space for expansion are ‘pull factors’. More location factors which may
explain firm migration according to van Dijk and Pellenbarg (2000) are the size of lot or
premises, space, occupancy characteristics, parking facilities, quality of public space, distance to
suppliers, government policy and distance to markets.
In short, it is possible to identify many location factors and categorize them in many different
ways. In table 1, a distinction made by Pellenbarg (2006) in primary, secondary and tertiary
location factors is shown.
TABLE 1: LOCATION FACTORS (SOURCE: MEESTER & PELLENBARG, 2006)
Primary location factors
(Industrial revolution)

Secondary location factors (After
1950)

Tertiary location factors (After
2000)

Transport costs of resources and
products

Agglomeration benefits

Governmental policy

Labour costs

Proximity of suppliers and
(specialized) service providers

Level of institutional thickness

Proximity of markets

Knowledge- and ICT infrastructure
Availability and quality of labour
force
Environmental aspects
Image and representation
Quality of living environment
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Table 1 presents a basic historical summary of relevant location factors. Primary location factors
are traditional cost based factors used in (neo) classical location theory. In the middle of the 20th
century, differences in transport costs diminished because infrastructural density increased and
transport technology advanced. Secondary location factors, which are agglomeration effects,
became more important for a firm’s location decisions in the middle of the 20th century. At the
end of the 20th century, agglomeration effects are spread out over much larger areas and tertiary
location factors become more relevant for location decisions of firms. Tertiary location factors
are less tangible factors such as image, availability of knowledge and spatial quality. Not only
‘hard economic location factors’ play a role in a firm’s location preference anymore.

2.3.2 TRENDS AFFECTING IMPORTANCE OF LOCATION FACTORS
The importance of different location factors has changed under the influence of different forces
over time. Since the industrial revolution, proximity of resources and proximity of markets have
become less important location factors and other location factors have gained importance
(Pellenbarg, 2006).
When economic wealth increased, the demand for individual goods grew which meant a shift in
production processes, oriented at smaller batch production and more specialized work
processes. Combined with technological progress and a decrease in transportation costs,
proximity became less important as a location factor (Dunning, 2009; Falck & Heblich, 2008;
Meester, 1999). Agglomeration advantages became more important in the middle of the 20th
century. Access to specialized suppliers, specialized infrastructure, facilities and access to a
specialized labour force are examples of location factors which were becoming more important
as a source of competitive advantage offered by a firm’s location during the middle of the 20th
century. Agglomeration advantages became more relevant for a firm’s competitive advantage in
the middle of the 20th century (Pellenbarg, 2006).
At the turn of the 20th century, a so called “level playing field” exists. Globalization and
technological advances have diminished many of the traditional roles of location (Porter, 2000).
This does not mean location is not a source of competitive advantage anymore. A great deal of a
firm’s competitive advantage still lies outside the firm, “residing instead in the locations of their
business units” (Porter, 2000'p-16). In our modern network society, quality of transport and
infrastructure ensures easy access to almost all parts of the western world. This means
agglomeration effects are spread out over a larger area. Increased levels of education and
technological progress means that costs and quality of human capital is becoming more alike in
the (western) world. Due to globalization, business sites are becoming more alike (Falck &
Heblich, 2008; Pellenbarg, 2006). This means less tangible location factors are becoming more
important as a source of competitive advantage offered by the location of firms (Doering et al.,
2005; Falck & Heblich, 2008), which is subscribed by the upcoming of location factors such as
image and representation (Pen, 2002).
This implies cost based location factors, such as land price, are becoming unimportant. A
mistake often made by (local) governments is to focus on land price when developing business
sites, according to Pellenbarg (2006). In doing so, low cost business sites are created which are
of poor quality and which will deteriorate at a high rate. Instead, when developing business
sites, less tangible factors which concern the quality of the business site should be emphasized.
Then, business sites are tailor made for target companies, using less tangible location factors to
offer maximum competitive advantage for specific firms. Representativeness (architectural
quality) and image are location factors which can be used to further differentiate business sites
(Doering et al., 2005; Louw et al., 2004). However, cost based location factors are not totally
unimportant for a firm’s location decision. A firm’s location decision can still be based on land
prices when other location factors are of comparable quality.
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2.3.3 TERTIARY LOCATION FACTORS
As shown in table 1, a lot of tertiary location factors are identified. For this research
‘governmental policy’, ‘environmental aspects’, ‘quality of living environment’ and ‘image and
representation’ are of special interest. Development of a ‘sustainable business site’ includes
environmental aspects and quality of the living environment. Government policy can be an
important location factor because of the influence policy has on the development of business
sites and the business climate. To be able to understand the possibilities for development of
‘sustainable business sites’, it is needed to have insight in policy approaches and regulations.
The image of a business site and representation are important tertiary location factors
(Pellenbarg, 2006). As discussed, image is becoming more important to distinguish a business
site and offer competitive advantage to firms (Louw et al., 2004). This research focuses on the
possible added value of a specific tertiary location factor; a ‘sustainable image’.

2.3.4 SUSTAINABLE IMAGE
Does a ‘sustainable business site’ automatically have a ‘sustainable image’. This is a rather
difficult question to answer, since an image, in being a representation of reality, has at least as
many facets as reality itself (Pen, 2002). However, it can be argued that it is not obvious for ‘ecoindustrial business sites’ to have a ‘sustainable image’. Business sites are not necessarily
perceived as “sustainable” because production processes are altered and interconnected to
minimize waste. It is more likely that business sites which have a “green appearance” are
perceived as “sustainable”. Although Pellenbarg (2002)
briefly discusses and acknowledges this assumption, hard scientific evidence is missing to
support this assumption. Nevertheless, for this research it assumed that a ‘green business site’
will have a ‘sustainable image’.

2.4 LOCATION FACTORS AND FIRM CHARACTERISTICS
Are all location factors of equal importance to all firms? Firm characteristics are inevitably
related to preferred location factors of that firm (Meester, 1999). Firm size, market size and
current location are examples of firm characteristics which influence a firm’s preferred location.
However, firm characteristic which seems to influence its preferred location the most is the
sector it is operating in (Porter, 2000; van Dijk & Pellenbarg, 2000). Reduction in transport and
communication costs made it easier for large firms to separate production units from other,
more specialized activities requiring a skilled workforce and ‘face to face interaction (AutantBernard, 2006; Christensen & Drejer, 2005). When looking at the influence of firm
characteristics at its location preferences, it is possible to distinguish between more traditional,
‘standardized production’ activities and more ‘specialized firm activities’.

2.4.1 STANDARDIZED FIRM ACTIVITY & SPECIALIZED FIRM ACTIVITY
Outsourcing of production activities to Asia and Eastern Europe confirms that traditional cost
based location factors still determine to a large extend the location of traditional production
industries (Autant-Bernard, 2006; Christensen & Drejer, 2005; Doering et al., 2005). Differences
in cost based location factors influence the attractiveness of a location for standardized
production activities. Availability of labour, low labour costs, low property costs, low taxes,
proximity to transportation networks, proximity to markets and agglomeration economies
(wages, taxes, location incentives) are important cost based location factors (Autant-Bernard,
2006; Doering et al., 2005; Holl, 2004; Meester, 1999).
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Location of more specialized firm activities is also based their bon traditional cost based location
factors, but are more dependent on a skilled workforce. Since labour is particularly immobile
and bound to regions (Christensen & Drejer, 2005; Pen, 2002), these firm activities are more
geographically concentrated. For more specialized firm activities availability of knowledge is of
importance as a location factor. Availability of knowledge is affected by numerous factors. This
means ‘knowledge base’ and ‘knowledge spillovers’ are important location factors (AutantBernard, 2006; Doering et al., 2005).
KNOWLEDGE SPILLOVERS & KNOWLEDGE BASE

The term ‘knowledge spillovers’ is used to describe the possibility for firms to benefit from
existing local knowledge and knowledge exchanges.More specialized firm activities select
locations with conditions to benefit optimally from knowledge spillovers (Autant-Bernard,
2006; Falck & Heblich, 2008). The importance of ‘local knowledge’ as a location factor for
specialized firm activities which require ‘face to face’ human interaction can be argued.
Evidently, “knowledge sourcing for innovation extends beyond the regional level” (Christensen &
Drejer, 2005, p-809). However, a prerequisite for ‘global knowledge sourcing’ is the existence of
a strong local knowledge base, which is embedded in a local labour force and (local) knowledge
institutions. A strong local knowledge base of a firm determines its capacity to absorb and use
knowledge developed outside the region (Autant-Bernard, 2006; Christensen & Drejer, 2005;
Falck & Heblich, 2008).
Availability of knowledge, or human capital, is culturally bound and embedded in social
communities. (Falck & Heblich, 2008). Human capital is partly created by education and a broad
process of socialization. Regional characteristics, both physical and cultural, evidently influence
the shape of a location’s knowledge base. This suggests knowledge is more or less geographically
bound, so not only are the availability and quality of knowledge important location factors;
regional characteristics which shape a locations ‘knowledge base’ are important location factors
as well (Storper & Scott, 2009).
Assumption underlying this notion is that culture and social communities are geographically
bound. This means that the shape of a local social community is affected by regional
characteristics. Examples of factors influencing the shape of a region’s knowledge base are:
availability of infrastructure, presence of knowledge institutions, cultural facilities and living
environment (Christensen & Drejer, 2005; Doering et al., 2005; Meester, 1999).
However, it is possible to discuss the influence of regional characteristics on its knowledge base.
Do regional characteristics affect a region’s knowledge base and thereby its attractiveness to
knowledge, or is it the other way around and does the presence of knowledge influence regional
characteristics?
Either way, it can be concluded here that the availability and accessibility of knowledge through
a skilled labour force is of importance to more specialized firm activities as a location factor.
SCALE

Although firm activity is recognized as the most influential firm characteristic for location
preferences, the scale at which a firm is operating is also of importance (Pen, 2002). Firms
operating at a local level will value location factors that are important to distinguish business
sites at a national level, less then multinationals. As an example: a multinational will value
proximity of an international airport higher than firms operating at a local level. On the other
hand, a local real estate agent will value proximity of a local customer market higher than a
multinational company.
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For the development of business sites, this means the scale at which companies operate needs to
be considered to be able to focus on the right location factors to offer companies maximum
competitive advantage. As mentioned, for this research it is distinguished between two types of
firm activity: ‘standardized firm activity’ and ‘specialized firm activity’. The scale at which a firm
is operating at is also considered to be of importance for a firm’s location decision. In table 2 the
standard classification of economic branches used by the CBS (2009) is used to provide some
examples of ‘specialized firm activity’ and ‘standardized firm activity’.
Table 2: Economic branches divided into on firm activity. Partially based on (CBS, 2009)
Specialized firm activity
Repair and sales of consumer goods

Standardized firm activity
agriculture, hunting and forestry

Catering industry

Fishery

Financial institutions

Mining of raw material

Real estate development and investments

Heavy Industry

Public services

Electricity-, gas-, steam- and hot water
production and distribution

Education

Construction

Health and wellness

Transport, storage and communication

Environmental services, recreation,
Cultural organisations and other services

2.5 RÉSUMÉ
Several presented sources provide us with a better understanding of the importance of different
location factors and the spatial preferences of firms.
Location factors are characteristics which can be used to describe a firm’s location. Location
preferences of firms are influenced by firm characteristics. It is distinguished between two types
of firms, based on firm activity. The scale at which a firm is operating is also of importance for its
location preferences. A distinction is made between ‘standardized firm activity’ and ‘specialized
firm activity’.
For explaining the location of standardized firm activity, cost based location factors are
important. A ‘sustainable image’ is a tertiary location factor. Tertiary location factors are
becoming more important to offer companies added competitive advantage for two main
reasons. First, because agglomeration effects are spread out over a larger area and regional
differences in accessibility are disappearing, tertiary location factors are becoming more
important for distinguishing business sites from each other. Second, the western economy is
developing towards a more knowledge based economy. This means more space for specialized
activities is needed and less space is needed for standardized production activity.
Although this research focuses on the importance of a single tertiary location factor; a
‘sustainable image’, primary and secondary location factors are also important for a firm’s
location decision. As mentioned in section 2.1.4, a more hybrid form of location theory is used to
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explain a firm’s location. This basically means a combination of cost based, agglomeration and
tertiary location factors must be used to explain a firms location. The specific combination and
relative importance of location factors is different per situation and also depends on firm
characteristics.
For the possible added value of sustainable business sites, this means that firms characteristics
are also of importance.

2.6 MAINTENANCE
Many old business sites suffer from high vacancy levels and deterioration of quality, resulting in
various social and environmental problems. ‘Park management’ is a way of organising
cooperation between private and public actors at business sites. Park management is used to
ensure a minimal quality level of maintenance, which prevents deterioration of quality.

2.6.1 PARK MANAGEMENT
Developing ‘sustainable business sites’ does not end when construction is completed. A high
level of coordination and cooperation is needed to organize production activities into patterns of
material and energy exchanges or to protect, maintain and utilize ecological areas at a
‘sustainable business site’. In this section, the concept of ‘park management’ is discussed, which
may be a useful tool to organize coordination and cooperation needed to develop a ‘sustainable
business site’.
Park management originated as a new tool for development and control of business sites and
has evolved into one of the obvious instruments to realize ‘sustainable business sites’. In a park
management organisation, shareholders organise activities which deal with joint operations,
simple and complex. Coordination between firms, governments and other shareholders involved
in development of ‘sustainable business sites’ is essential, regardless of the type of ‘sustainable
business site’. Park management is often used as a means to ensure a certain quality standard of
maintenance of private and public space. However, park management can be used as well to
organise more complex forms of cooperation such as energy and material exchange.
In light of the organisation of the exchange of energy and material at business sites, ambitions
for more complex forms of park management are formulated in many cases (Hoogzaad, 2001).
Maintaining, improving and utilizing ecological areas at ‘green business sites’ require (a lot of)
coordination between urban functions and ecological functions at a business site. Park
management can be used to maintain built-up and open space, which prolongs the life –and
value– of ‘green business sites’.
Some benefits of park management and park management activities are listed by Pellenbarg
(2004):
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Table 3: Park management activities, listed from simple (1) to complex (5) (Source: Pellenbarg,
2004)
1. Arrangement of public
space

2. Facility Sharing

3. Space sharing
4. Utilities sharing

5. Production symbiosis

Maintenance of roads
Signposting
Cleaning services
Telecom facilities
Nursery
Sport facilities
Restaurant facilities
Intensive, careful use of space
Collective buildings
Waste management
Water supply
Water purification
Energy
Exchange of energy and water
Connecting material and energy flows.

Park management can result in added value over time because of the improved quality of
maintenance, increased service levels and increased levels of cooperation. Ultimately, this can
result in cost reductions for businesses and a prolonged life of real estate. For different
shareholders of at business sites, different benefits of joining a park management organisation
can be identified (Hoogzaad, 2001):








Governments. For governments, park management can result in lower costs of site
maintenance, positive image effects, an improved competitive position, an increase in
employment, a decrease in pollution and more (property) tax incomes.
Companies can benefit from park management because they can focus on their core
activity, park management can have a positive effect on the working climate and
conditions and employee satisfaction. Park management can result in an improved
competitive position and cost reductions by collective purchasing. Of special interest to
this research is the possibility for companies to improve their image by using park
management.
Investors and real estate developers can realize a higher value of real estate because real
estate retains its value due to guaranteed quality levels of maintenance. Park
management can mean a new and remunerative independent activity for investors and it
might result in an improved image.
Society and the environment. Park management can result in positive environmental
effects, careful economic land use and an increase in spatial quality.

Despite of the benefits offered by introducing park management at a business site, it is
important to state here that setting up a successful park management organisation requires a
different approach, set up and organisation for each situation. Local governments have a
tendency to regard park management as a goal instead of a tool to realize environmental
benefits (Hoogzaad, 2001). Park management is vulnerable to be “hijacked” by local
governments as an instrument to induce policy onto companies. Governments can easily
(mis)use park management as a strategic instrument to induce environmental policy. Ultimately,
for the success of park management, three factors are of importance which are identified by
Hoogzaad (2001):
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An incremental approach realizing environmental improvements step by step.
The legal organisation of park management must be clear at an early stage.
Support from companies is essential for the success of park management.

Before providing a suited definition of the concept of park management for this research, a last
issue related to park management needs to be addressed here. In relation to the revitalisation of
old, deteriorated business sites, park management is regarded as a tool to prevent deterioration
of quality at business sites in the first place. Because many existing business sites were
developed with a focus on cost minimization quality at existing business sites is low. Poor
maintenance and development of new business site aggravate the deterioration of quality at
existing business sites because it often is more interesting for a firm to move to a new location
than it is to invest in a current location (Planbureau voor de leefomgeving, 2009).This results in
empty business sites of poor quality which cause many environmental and social problems. Park
management guarantees a certain level of maintenance and therefore helps to maintain quality
over time. It must be understood that unless maintenance is organized in a proper way, a
‘sustainable business site’ can hardly be sustainable because quality is not ensured over time.
DEFINITION

Park management can be a helpful instrument to develop ‘sustainable business sites’ because
inevitably production, operation and other human activity at business sites needs to be
coordinated to connect flows of energy and matter or to improve ecologic quality at business
sites. Pellenbarg’s (2004) definition of park management is suitable to be used in this research:
Park management is a process dealing with the arrangement and management of both built-up
and undeveloped spaces and the development and exploitation of both collective and individual
facilities and services on business sites.

2.7 CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Based on information presented in this chapter, a conceptual model is constructed and shown in
figure 4. The conceptual model is used to investigate the possible added value of a ‘sustainable
image’ as a location factor for companies. The conceptual model describes the relation between
‘sustainable business sites’, location factors and firms activities. In this section the conceptual
model will be explained and definitions will be presented for the elements of the conceptual
model.

2.7.1 SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SITES
In chapter one, a ‘sustainable business site’ is defined as:
A business site at which actions are aimed at creating sustainable production processes or at which
actions are aimed at sustainable site arrangements.
This definition does show a hint towards the concepts of ‘green business sites’ and ‘ecoindustrial business sites’. However, it does not explain these two concepts accurately. Although
this definition is still valid, it is not accurate enough to be used in this research. For this research,
a ‘sustainable business site’ is either an ‘eco industrial business site’ or a ‘green business site’.
Below, definitions of the concepts of ‘eco-industrial business site’ and ‘green business site’ are
presented.
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ECO-INDUSTRIAL BUSINESS SITES

“Actions oriented at creating sustainable production” refer to the concept of ‘eco-industrial
business sites’.
At an ‘eco industrial business site;
1. Firms are regarded as “organisms” which are positioned in an interrelated web of material
and energy flows (Chertow, 2000; Erkman, 1997; Gibbs et al., 2005; Haskins, 2007; Hond,
2000).
2. Environmental damage is minimized by regarding collections of companies and production
systems as “industrial eco-systems”, which are linked to natural eco systems (Chertow,
2000; Gibbs et al., 2005; Haskins, 2007; Isenmann, 2003a).
3. Individual production processes are interconnected through exchanges of products, by
products, waste and energy (Chertow, 2000; Hond, 2000; Isenmann, 2003a).
4. Companies increase their competitive advantage through minimizing energy-, raw material
and environmental costs (Isenmann, 2003b; Porter & van der Linde, 1995).
For this research, an ‘eco-industrial business site’ is defined as:
A business site at which production processes of firms are interconnected through flows of energy
and matter. Firms located at an eco-industrial business site realize economic, social and
environmental benefits by exchanging products, by-products, waste and energy.
GREEN BUSINESS SITES

“Actions aimed at sustainable site arrangements” refer to the concept of ‘green business sites’.
At a ‘green business site’;
1. Natural areas are part of, or developed as part of, a larger, interconnected system of
ecological habitat patches, ecological stepping stones and ecological corridors (Breuste et al.,
2008; Snep et al., 2009; Yang & Lay, 2004).
2. Natural areas cannot conflict with urban functions (Breuste et al., 2008; Snep et al., 2009).
3. It must be possible to utilize natural areas, which is often done for recreational purposes,
image and representation (Breuste, 2004).
4. Both built-up and natural areas meet high quality standards (Pellenbarg, 2002).
For this research, a ‘green business site’ is defined as:
A business site at which natural areas are developed to be part of a larger, interconnected
ecological habitat system to increase biodiversity. Development and use of natural areas does not
conflict with urban functions. Natural areas can be utilized for recreational and representational
purposes. Both natural areas and built-up space meet high quality standards.
Park management can be a useful tool to organise cooperation and coordination between firms
which are important success factors for development of an ‘eco-industrial business site’
(Hoogzaad, 2001; Pellenbarg, 2004). During the case study it is investigated to what extend park
management is used in practice and whether it is a helpful tool in developing ‘sustainable
business sites’.
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When referred to green business sites or eco-industrial business sites in the following chapters
of this research it is referred to the above presented definitions. When it is referred to the
concept of ‘sustainable business sites’, it is referred to both.
In the next section, the possible added value offered to firms by ‘sustainable business sites’ is
discussed briefly. This research focuses on the possible added value of a ‘sustainable image’ of a
green business site to firms.

2.7.2 ADDED VALUE & BUSINESS SITES WITH A ‘SUSTAINABLE IMAGE’
‘Eco-industrial business sites’ can deliver added value to companies because savings can be
realized on raw material purchases, energy inputs and waste processing costs (Porter & van der
Linde, 1995). Because business sites in the Netherlands are becoming more alike, image (and
other tertiary location factors) can be used to distinguish a business site from other business
sites, creating competitive advantage for target companies which can identify themselves with
this image.
Developing a ‘sustainable business site’ just to be sustainable will have little chance of success
because no added value is created for companies (Effting, 2009). ‘Green business sites’ are ikely
to have a ‘sustainable image’, because image is assumed to be closely related to overall
appearance of a business site. As discussed before, although hard scientific evidence is missing,
for this research it is assumed that ‘green business sites’ will have a ‘sustainable image’.
However, it remains unsure how much added value is offered to companies by a business site
with a ‘sustainable image’ and how much companies are willing to invest in a business site with
a ‘sustainable image’.

2.7.3 LOCATION FACTORS & FIRM CHARACTERISTICS
A firm’s location preference can be explained based on firm characteristics and location
characteristics, which are called location factors. Several location theories have been used to
explain the importance of different location factors to firms and to explain the location of firms.
Currently, a more hybrid form of location theory is used to explain firm location, using cost
based location factors, agglomeration benefits and tertiary location factors. For this research a
distinction is made between ‘standardized firm activity’ and ‘specialized firm activity’ to explain
the effect of firm characteristics on a firm’s location preference.
It must be mentioned here that besides the type of firm activity the scale at which a firm is
operating is of importance for its valuation of different location factors.
Less tangible, so called tertiary location factors are becoming more important location factors
for location decisions of specialized firm activity. A ‘sustainable image’ is a tertiary location
factor. The conceptual model explains the assumed relation between the location factor ‘a
sustainable image’ and firm characteristics and is used to investigate the possible added value of
a ‘sustainable image’ to firms. ‘Specialized firm activity’ can derive competitive advantage from
its location based on tertiary location factors. Tertiary location can be used to distinguish
business sites. Although a lot of literature was found which described the relation between firm
characteristics, firm location and location factors, it remains unclear what the relative
contribution of different (tertiary) location factors to the competitive value of a location is. So, it
is unsure whether –and how much– a business site which has a ‘sustainable image’ offers added
value to ‘specialized firm activity’.
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The focus of this research lies on the possible added value of a ‘sustainable image’ of a business
site to ‘specialized firm activity’. The red arrow displayed I the conceptual model represents the
focus of this research.

Sustainable business
sites

Selection of location
factors

Eco-industrial
business sites

Added value

Cost based location
factors

Park Management

Tertiary location
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sites
Park Management
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-
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Policy

Firm
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-
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FIGURE 4: CONCEPTUAL MODEL

2.7.4 CRITERIA
The conceptual model is used to analyse the case of business site Haarrijn. This analysis is
presented in chapter 3. The case study is used to investigate possibilities for development of a
‘green business site’. The case of ‘Haarrijn’ will be analysed based on criteria presented below.
These criteria are based on literature presented in this chapter. Criteria used to analyse the case
study are divided into two categories. The first category contains criteria to analyse the area
characteristics of business site ‘Haarrijn’ itself and its environment (both physical and political).
The second category contains criteria which are used to analyse firm characteristics of firms
which are to be located at business site ‘Haarrijn’.
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AREA RELATED CRITERIA
OPEN SPACE

What are characteristics of open areas at the business site? Are there possibilities to, or is the
open space at the business site developed to increase biodiversity? Are natural areas of the
business site part of a larger interconnected natural system of habitat patches, corridors and
stepping stones? Is it possible to utilize the natural areas for recreational or representational
purposes?
BUILT-UP SPACE

What are characteristics of built-up space? Does built-up space meet high quality and
representational standards? Does (use of) built-up space conflict with ecologic functions of
natural spaces at the business site?
POLICY

What kind of government regulations and policy exists regarding ‘sustainable business sites’?
Does it enable or disable development of ‘sustainable business sites?
How does development of ‘sustainable business site’ fit into policy and regulations?
SUSTAINABLE IMAGE

What influences the image of a business site? What is a ‘sustainable image’ of a business site?
FIRM RELATED CRITERIA
FIRM ACTIVITY

For what kind of firms is the business site developed? Do these kind of firm activities benefit
from a ‘sustainable image’?
PARK MANAGEMENT

Is there park management foreseen at the business site and what park management activities
are there at the business site? Can park management be used as a tool for development of
sustainable business sites?
It can be discussed whether park management is an area related or a firm related criterion. It is
area related because it involves multiple actors and concerns a larger area: a business site. It is
categorized as a firm related criterion because park management deals with cooperating and
coordinating actions of firms. It is investigated what the benefits and consequences of using park
management as a tool for the development of green business sites for firms are.
ECONOMIC REVENUES

Does a green business site offer added value to firms which are located at such a business site?
Are firms willing to make higher investments in locating themselves at a green business site? Do
investments in a green business site result in higher land prices? In other words, does it pay off
for real estate developers or investors to develop a green business site?
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3 HAARRIJN
In this chapter empiric material gathered is presented and analysed. Based on the criteria
presented at the end of the previous chapter the case of business site Haarrijn is analysed for its
possibilities for development of a green business site. This chapter starts with a general
introduction to the case ‘Haarrijn’. Then, the case ‘Haarrijn’ is analysed using the seven
mentioned criteria. For each criterion, case materials are discussed followed by a presentation of
data gathered during interviews.
At the end of this chapter conclusions about the possibilities for development of a green
business site Haarrijn are presented.

3.1 CASE DESCRIPTION
3.1.1 HAARRIJN AREA
Business site ‘Haarrijn’ lies at the north-west boundary of the city of Utrecht, in between the
national highway A2 and the pond ‘Haarrijn’. Haarrijn is part of the larger urban development
‘Leidsche Rijn’. Plans for development of Leidsche Rijn basically consist of the development of a
new city at the western edge of the city of Utrecht. Leidsche Rijn provides a place to live and
work for approximately 35.000 people. Construction of Leidsche Rijn is nearing its completion.
It goes too far here to discuss the urban development of Leidsche Rijn into detail. Haarrijn is one
of the last parts of Leidsche Rijn. In figure 5, an overview of Leidsche Rijn is presented. Haarrijn
lies at the North West boundary of Leidsche Rijn, next to the highway A2.

FIGURE 5: URBAN DEVELOPMENT LEIDSCHE RIJN. THE AREAS MARKED ARE HAARRIJN, BUSINESS SITE
THE WETERNIG NORTH AND BUSINESS SITE LAGE WEIDE (SOURCE: GEMEENTE UTRECHT, 2007).
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THE WETERING NORTH

Directly to the south east of Haarrijn lies business site ‘The Wetering North’. In figure 5 it is
shown where business site the Wetering North lies, adjacent to the highway A2. The Wetering
North is also part of Leidsche Rijn. The development of the Wetering North was almost finished
in spring 2009. Business site Haarrijn should become a similar business site as the Wetering
North. This means firms similar to firms located at the Wetering North are to be located at
business site Haarrijn. Firms which are located at business site the Wetering North are active in
retail, logistics, wholesale and as car dealers. A list of companies which are located at the
Wetering North is added in appendix 2. Across the highway A2 lies another business site: ‘Lage
Weide’. Lage Weide is an old business site where light and heavy industry is located. Lage Weide
is suffering from high vacancy levels and deterioration of quality. To the north west of Haarrijn
lies the ‘Green Hart’ area. Haarrijn is a transition area between the urban area of Utrecht and the
open, rural, ‘Green Hart’ area.
Business site Haarrijn should be of comparable quality and should have a comparable image as
the Wetering North. A specially designed noise barrier characterizes business site the Wetering
North. It is made of a glass facade which offers firms located directly behind it the possibility to
integrate their building into the noise barrier, generating exposure to the highway. A similar
noise barrier will be constructed alongside Haarrijn. In figure 6, a picture of the existing noise
barrier is shown.

FIGURE 6: PICTURE OF THE EXISTING NOISE BARRIER ALONGSINDE THE WETERING NORTH. (SOURCE:
HTTP://BLOG.LIB.UMN.EDU).

SOIL & WATER

Haarrijn lies at the northern edge of the Dutch river Delta and is located at an old river basin of
the river Rhine. The soil consists of (heavy) clay and ground water levels are high. Original land
use is agriculture. Parcel lay out was oriented North West and grasslands were the dominant
land use. A pond was created by mineral extraction. In figure 7 a basic map of the Haarrijn area
is shown.
The national highway A2 forms the most important infrastructure in the area and dominates the
landscape. The Haarrijn area is intersected by the ‘Maarssense road’ which crosses the A2 and
interconnects the towns of Maarssen and Vleuten.
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FIGURE 7: HAARRIJN AREA WHICH IS DIVIDED IN TWO BY THE MAARSSENSE ROAD (SOURCE:
GEMEENTE UTRECHT, 2008).

3.1.2 PLAN HAARRIJN
Plans for development of business site ‘Haarrijn’ are at an advanced stage. In October 2008, the
municipal government of Utrecht approved the urban plan (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008). This
urban plan contains the guidelines and design for development of business site ‘Haarrijn’. ‘Plan
Haarrijn consists of three main parts:
•
•
•

Business site Haarrijn (12 ha)
Recreational area ‘Haarrijn’ & the pond Haarrijn.
Neighbourhood Haarrijn (49 ha)

The recreational area, the pond Harrijn and the neighbourhood Haarrijn are not described into
detail because this research investigates what possibilities for development of business site
Haarrijn into a green business site are.
BUSINESS SITE HAARRIJN.

Business site Haarrijn is developed directly adjacent to the highway A2. Business site Haarrijn
has an elongated shape and is 12 ha large. It is divided in three parts by a main road. This road is
connected to the Maarssense road, business site the Wetering North and accesses the highway,
as is shown in figure 8.
The northern part of business site Haarrijn which is located directly alongside the highway is
destined for large(r) businesses and a noise barrier to reduce traffic noise. In figure 9, business
site Haarrijn is divided in three subzones, meant for different size firms. Large plots up to 12100
m2 will be created alongside the highway. Firms which are active in environmental category 1, 2
or 3 can be situated there. Smaller firms which do not cause any environmental problems can be
located in the southern areas of the business site.
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Firms active in light industry, construction, wholesale, distribution and car dealers are allowed
to be located at business site Haarrijn. Offices and retail activities are prohibited to be located at
business site Haarrijn.

FIGURE 8: INFRASTRUCTURE AT BUSINESS SITE HAARRIJN.(SOURCE: GEMEENTE UTRECHT, 2008)

FIGURE 9: THREE ZONES OF HAARRIJN MEANT FOR DIFFERENT SIZE BUSINESSES (SOURCE: GEMEENTE
UTRECHT, 2008)
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NOISE BARRIER & IMAGE

Business site Haarrijn is important for the development of houses in Haarrijn. Due to high levels
of traffic noise caused by the highway A2, it is prohibited to live in the Haarrijn area.
Construction of a noise barrier is part of the development of business site Haarrijn. Without this
noise barrier, people are not allowed to live in houses in the neighbourhood Haarrijn. To
emphasise the location of Haarrijn at the boarder of the city of Utrecht, business site Haarrijn
and the noise barrier should have a ‘special image’ (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008). Haarrijn is seen as
“the gate to the city of Utrecht”. This sound barrier has a futuristic design. It incorporates a glass
facade. Businesses located directly behind the noise barrier can be integrated into the glass
facade, benefiting from visibility, exposure and a special image. Buildings at business site
Haarrijn should have a high architectural quality to create a business site with a special image,
which makes it attractive for companies to locate themselves at Haarrijn (Gemeente Utrecht,
2007)

3.2 ANALYSIS
In this section business site Haarrijn is analyzed for its possibilities and opportunities for
development into a green business site and the possible added value of a green business site to
companies. This is done using the seven criteria described in chapter two.
Case material is presented followed by data gathered during interviews for each criterion. Based
on interview data, some final remarks are presented. Finally, conclusions are presented
regarding the possibilities for development of a green business site Haarrijn.
Seven interviews with government officials, commercial real estate agents, project managers
and company owners were held to gather information. Information and statements presented
are not directly linked to individual respondents because of privacy reasons. A list with
respondents and their occupations is added to this research’s bibliography and presented in
section 5.4.

3.2.1OPEN SPACE
In this section characteristics of open space at business site Haarrijn are discussed and analyzed
for possibilities to develop a green business site. First, the surrounding areas of business site
Haarrijn are discussed. Second, the open space at business site Haarrijn itself is discussed.
SURROUNDING AREAS

To asses possibilities for development of a green business site Haarrijn it is important to regard
business site Haarrijn in relation to its surrounding areas. Surrounding areas determine
possibilities to develop open space at business site Haarrijn as part of a larger interconnected
ecological system. The national ecological structure (EHS) is an interconnected national
ecological “grid”. In an ambitious scenario, open space at green business site Haarrijn might
become part of the EHS. For this research, three surrounding areas are of importance:
• The Green Hart
• The pond Haarrijn
• Leidsche Rijn Park.
THE GREEN HART AREA
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The Green Hart area is a large open, rural, area in the centre of the urban “Randstad area”. The
EHS runs through the green Hart. The Green Hart area is not completely covered by the EHS. The
EHS is an interconnected system of ecological habitat patches and corridors. Parts of the Green
Hart area are also part of the EHS. A new part of the EHS is planned directly west of the Haarrijn
area and it is tried to further strengthen the ecological structure which marks the boundary
between the urban area of Utrecht and the Green Hart area (Ministerie LNV, 2006).
The highway A2 is an important barrier for the EHS in this area. It divides the area north of
Utrecht in two parts. Alongside the A2 two other important barriers are situated: the railroad
between Utrecht and Amsterdam and the Amsterdam-Rhine channel. These three important
infrastructural barriers form the south west boarder of the Green Hart area and intersect the
EHS. An ecological corridor is planned north of the town of Breukelen (Provincie Utrecht,
2004b). In figure 10 the yellow line shows where an ecological corridor is planned which crosses
the A2, the railroad and the Amsterdam-Rhine channel.

FIGURE 10: PLANNED ECOLOGICAL CORRDIDORS ACCROS THE A2 NORTH OF THE TOWN OF
BREUKELEN (SOURCE: PROVINCIE UTRECHT, 2004B).

THE POND HAARRIJN

The pond Haarrijn should be used for recreational purposes. An aerial photograph of the pond
Haarrijn is shown in figure 11. It also lies at the northern border of a large park; Leidsche Rijn
Park. The pond Haarrijn will have an important function for the liveability of business site
Haarrijn. The combination between a recreational beach and the business site should increase
safety and liveability at business site Haarrijn during non working hours.
But can the pond Haarrijn also contribute to increasing biodiversity and creating a green
business site Haarrijn? There are opportunities to do so, especially because the pond Haarrijn
can have an important function to connect the green areas at business site Haarrijn to the large
green area of Leidsche Rijn Park. Combining human activity and ecological development of the
pond Haarrijn will be an important issue. Development of habitat space cannot result in
restrictions regarding the use of the pond Haarrijn for human activity. Perhaps the pond
Haarrijn can be used to collect access rain water and help to increase safety from flooding and
increase biodiversity at the same time.
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FIGURE 11: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF POND HAARRIJN
(SOURCE: GEMEENTE UTRECHT, 2007).

LEIDSCHE RIJN PARK 1

A large park of 300 ha is created in the middle of Leidsche
Rijn. Leidsche Rijn Park is developed with respect to the
existing landscape. A map of Leidsche Rijn Park is shown
in figure 12. Historical green structures are maintained,
enforced and combined in Leidsche Rijn Park. Leidsche
Rijn Park covers the complete length of the urban
development of Leidsche Rijn. It contains large open areas
and smaller corridors. It combines ecological functions
with recreational purposes.
If open space at Haarrijn is connected to Leidsche Rijn
park through ecological corridors this might help to
increase biodiversity at business site Haarrijn, which
offers possibilities for development of green business site
Haarrijn.
PRIVATE OPEN SPACE

FIGURE 12: MAP OF LEIDSCHE RIJN
PARK (SOURCE: WWW.UTRECHT.NL)

Some requirements regarding the development of private
open space are stated in the urban development plan and
are relevant to discuss here. First, the first five meters of
private space directly adjacent to a road is not allowed to

www.utrecht.nl
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be built upon. It must consist of grass. Second, property boundaries are preferably created by
using vegetation.
So, based on these two requirements it seems there are not a lot of opportunities to use private
open space for increasing biodiversity. It might be possible to use the compulsory patch of grass
to increase biodiversity or create ecological corridors.
However, if this small patch of grass is to contribute to an increase in biodiversity and support
the ecological function of the business site, this patch of grass must be developed using only
indigenous species and maintenance should also be aimed at increasing biodiversity.
Nevertheless, ecological development of this small patch of grass probably does not contribute
very much to the overall development of green business site Haarrijn. A final remark concerning
the use of private open space to develop a green business site is that it must not result in
restrictions regarding the use of private space by companies. Many companies move because
there is no space for expansion at their current location. When firms move to a new business site
they often do not directly use all space available at their plots in order to be able to expand in the
future. This unused space can contribute to increase biodiversity. However, when these unused
areas and plots have evolved into ecological habitat patches, firms must still be able to expand
on these areas when needed.
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

Although some attention has been paid to design of public space at business site Haarrijn no
thought has been given to develop open space in such a way that biodiversity can be increased.
However, because efforts have been made to “give business site Haarrijn a green appearance”
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2008, p-34)and the relation with surrounding areas has been important in
the planning and design of business site Haarrijn, opportunities for increasing biodiversity at the
open space exists through development of ecological corridors. In figure 13 the green structure
of business site Haarrijn is presented.
It becomes apparent now that green space at business site Haarrijn is primarily shaped in a
linear way. This offers possibilities to develop ecological corridors at Haarrijn. However, it
seems ambitions to design open space at business site Haarrijn were not very high. Two things
are mentioned in the urban development plan:
• “Business site Haarrijn will have a green appearance because trees will be planted
alongside all roads”(Gemeente Utrecht, 2008).
• Green elements of business site Haarrijn are important for the connection with its

FIGURE 13: GREEN STRUCTURE AT BUSINESS SITE HAARRIJN (SOURCE: GEMEENTE UTRECHT, 2008).

surrounding areas.
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CONCLUSION BASED ON CASE MATERIALS

Despite that there is nothing is mentioned in the urban development plan about increasing
biodiversity at Haarrijn and ambitions for development of green space at business site Haarrijn
are not very high, opportunities to develop a green business site do exist. First, the green
structure is organised in a linear way and it has an important function to connect business site
Haarrijn to its surrounding areas. Second, private open space can be used to further broaden
these ecological corridors. However, cooperation from private actors will be needed to do so.
Third, it is possible to use green space at Haarrijn as an ecological connection between the pond
Haarrijn, Leidsche Rijn Park and the EHS west and east of the highway A2.
Larger open areas which can be used as ecological stepping stones or habitat area are however
missing at business site Haarrijn. This means that possibilities for green business site Haarrijn to
contribute to a larger interconnected ecological network are limited to a function as an
ecological corridor. However, this means that green space at business site Haarrijn must be
developed and maintained with its ecological function in mind. That has not been done so far.
Finally, it can be questioned whether spatial layout of the whole Haarrijn area is suited optimal
for development of a green business site. Is development of ecological corridors at Haarrijn
sufficient to develop a green business site Haarrijn? Since business site Haarrijn is a relatively
small business site, the increase in biodiversity might be marginal. To develop a green business
site Haarrijn, it is perhaps better to start a new planning and design process. This offers an
opportunity to create a business site which integrates urban expansion with strengthening
ecological corridors.
A business site which truly distinguishes itself from other business sites and thereby offering
competitive advantage to firms can be created by restarting the planning process.
INTERVIEW DATA

The open space at business site Haarrijn is planned to become of comparable nature and quality
as the open space at business site the Wetering North. Opinions from respondents regarding the
open space at business site the Wetering North are regarded to also apply for the open space at
business site Haarrijn.
Although (green) open space at business site Haarrijn is not developed and maintained to
increase biodiversity, respondents believe that open space at business site Haarrijn will
contribute to an open and green character of the business site. One respondent believed that a
green character of open space would result in a sustainable image of a business site.
Firms appreciate a green and spacious set up of a business site. It is valued when there is enough
space between buildings, sufficient green public space and when roads are wide enough. It is
appreciated when green open space can be utilized by employees and customers for recreational
purposes. A green open space contributes to the image of the business site. The characteristics of
the open space contribute significantly to the overall appearance and the image of a business
site. A green character of the open space contributes to a green and sustainable image.
It seems firms value green space at a business site which is developed to increase biodiversity
(‘ecological green space’) a little higher than more conventional urban green space. However,
respondents where rather inconclusive on this point. An important condition is that
development of green space (ecological or not) at business sites cannot conflict with
functionality of businesses. Besides, in most cases firms are not willing to invest extra in
development and maintenance of ‘ecological green space’ compared to conventional urban green
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space financed by a local government. More attention will be paid to this when discussing the
criterion of economic revenues.
CONCLUSION BASED ON INTERVIEWS

The quality of open space contributes to the overall quality and image of a business site. Firms
value green open space and tend to favour green space, which is developed to increase
biodiversity, over conventional green space. Two conditions for the support of firms for
development of green space are:


It must be possible to utilize green space for recreational purposes



Green space cannot conflict with the functionality of the business site.

Possibilities for development of a green business site Haarrijn exist. Especially the pond Haarrijn
offers possibilities for recreational usage. If the pond Haarrijn can be integrated into the
green/blue structure of the business site, it might be possible to develop a business site with
abundant green space which is easy to access for recreational purposes and which can
contribute to increasing biodiversity.

3.2.2 BUILT-UP SPACE
Business site Haarrijn should become a representative business site with a special image. Below,
preset quality standards and guidelines to ensure quality of the built-up space at business site
Haarrijn are presented.
QUALITY STANDARDS

Thought has been given to what quality standards for built-up space at Haarrijn should be and
what these standards must achieve. Quality of built-up space at business site Haarrijn is
determined by (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008):
• Function and architectural design of buildings.
• The relation between buildings and public space.
• The open space between buildings
• Surrounding areas and between buildings.
• Specific location of buildings.
• The design of the representative zone of individual parcels.
The following guidelines are meant to ensure quality of built-up space at Haarrijn (Gemeente
Utrecht, 2008):
• Natural construction materials must be used in a natural way.
• Natural colours must be used.
• There must be uniformity in design.
• Per parcel, one building is allowed.
These guidelines are meant to ensure the overall quality of built-up space at business site
Haarrijn. Business site Haarrijn is meant to have a distinguished and businesslike image.
Architects will be assessed by a government official before they are allowed to work on designs
for business site Haarrijn to ensure a uniform and minimal quality standard. At business site
Haarrijn, a so called “representative zone” will be created. The representative zone is a privately
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owned strip located directly adjacent to the streets. This is a zone which gets special attention to
ensure a representative image.
REPRESENTATIVE ZONE

In figure 14, the representative zone of business site Haarrijn is shown. It is in this zone where
the most representative part of buildings must be located, such as offices and showrooms. Builtup space in the representative zone must at least contain 30% glass. It is not allowed to build
upon the first five meters of the representative zone, ensuring a soft and green transition from
public to private space. The first five meters of private space must consist of grass. The
representative zone is located at the front of parcels directly adjacent to the road. This means
the representative zone forms the entrance to a company. The highest part of a building must be
located in the representative zone, ensuring that less representative parts of buildings will be
hidden.

FIGURE 14: REPRESENTATIVE ZONE AT BUSINESS SITE HAARRIJN (SOURCE: GEMEENTE UTRECHT,
2008)

NOISE BARRIER

The noise barrier is essentially the ultimate feature which gives business site Haarrijn its image.
As mentioned before, it will have a special design and is partially made of glass. Businesses
located directly behind it are offered the possibility to integrate their buildings into the noise
barrier to benefit from exposure to the highway A2. The noise barrier will have the same design
as the noise barrier which is built alongside business site Wetering North.
CONCLUSION BASED ON CASE MATERIALS

Because current plans for business site Haarrijn are not made to develop a green business site,
built-up space at business site Haarrijn will not incorporate features such as vegetated roofs.
However, built-up space is developed using preset quality standards and should be of high
quality. A high level of visual quality is realized by using a representative zone at which the builtup space has to meet additional demands. The noise barrier and its special design will be of
(great) importance to the overall image of business site Haarrijn. If Haarrijn is developed into a
green business site, the quality of built-up space probably will be sufficient to support the
overall spatial quality of a green business site. However, Haarrijn remains a business site and is
not meant for offices. Standards for quality of built-up space at a business site are in general
lower than at a site meant for offices, because often less capital is available for development of
built-up space at business sites than at office sites. However, quality of built-up space at Haarrijn
will be high compared to current quality standards at other business sites.
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INTERVIEW DATA

Quality of built-up space at business site Haarrijn has to comply with requirements made by the
municipal government to ensure a high visual quality and a strong image. Because of these
requirements the quality of built-up space at business site Haarrijn should be high.
However, the quality of built-up space at business site Haarrijn might be high compared to other
business sites. Nevertheless, firms will value the high quality standards of built-up space at
Haarrijn. A high quality of built-up space results in a higher –and more stable– value of real
estate. This is (very) important for the appreciation of firms for a high quality of built-up space.
Firms also benefit from the positive image and representation of the high quality of built-up
space.
CONCLUSION BASED ON INTERVIEWS

Quality of built-up space at business site Haarrijn is high compared to standard business sites.
This is because the local government has set up quality requirements for built-up space. As a
result, real estate might have a higher value and value will remain over a longer period of time. A
high quality standard helps to prevent deterioration of quality. For firm owners or investors it is
of importance that real estate remains its value over a longer period of time. An increase in value
is preferred, off course.
Although quality of built-up space at office parks usually is higher, the quality of built-up space
at Haarrijn will be high enough to meet the high quality of the open space when it is developed
into a green business site. This means opportunities for development of a green business site
Haarrijn exist when regarding the level of quality of built-up space.

3.2.3 POLICY
To be able to determine possibilities for developing business site ‘Haarrijn’ into a green business
site, insight is needed in current regulations and policy approaches. This is analysed and
presented in this section.
The national government has transferred its responsibility for spatial- and environmental policy
regarding business sites to provincial governments Nota Ruimte (VROM, 2004). Provincial
governments are responsible for developing policy concerning business sites.
In this section, an overview of provincial policy and municipal policy which is relevant for
development of green business site Haarrijn is presented.
Plans for development of business site Haarrijn are in an advanced stage. The municipal
government has approved the urban development plan Haarrijn in October 2008. Development
of business site ‘Haarrijn’ will be based on this plan.
PROVINCIAL POLICY

The following provincial policy documents are discussed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Regional plan 2005-2015 (Provincie Utrecht, 2004b)
Spatial Action Programme 2008-2011 (RAC) (Provincie Utrecht, 2007)
Regional structure plan (Bestuur regio utrecht, 2005)
Provincial Environmental Plan (PMP) (Provincie Utrecht, 2004a)
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1 REGIONAL PLAN 2005-2015 free intepretation of (Provincie Utrecht, 2004b)

The provincial government explains its spatial policy for the period of 2005-2015 in the regional
plan. In the regional plan, ‘sustainability’ is interpreted in terms of the living environment and
spatial quality. No specific policy is formulated regarding development of ‘green business sites’
or ‘sustainable business sites’. Overall goal is to maintain spatial quality in the province of
Utrecht. Preferably, quality of the living environment is increased. ‘Sustainability’ does not get
special attention in the regional plan. ‘ Green business sites’ or ‘ sustainable business sites also
do not get specific attention. To improve spatial quality in the province of Utrecht, the natural
water system and natural soil conditions should be structuring for future allocation of spatial
functions. Historically valuable areas and objects are to be preserved in the province of Utrecht.
Visibility and accessibility of historically-rich sites must be increased. Mobility in the province of
Utrecht is important due to its central position in the Netherlands. Accessibility of −and within−
the province of Utrecht must be at an acceptable level. Note that it is not made clear by the
province what an acceptable level is.
Unfortunately, so far not much concrete information is gain from this regional plan regarding
‘sustainability’ and ‘ green business sites’ or ‘sustainable business sites’. Improving the spatial
quality and the quality of the living environment are such broad and vague notions, that for
development of green business site Haarrijn no relevant policy has been presented in the
regional plan. The spatial policy concerning development of ‘business sites’ provides a better
idea of the provincial policy about the possibilities for developing a ‘green business site
Haarrijn’.
In the future, careful use of space is an important principle for development of business sites.
“For the development of business sites, priority is given to restructuring and revitalization. Next
comes intensification. Development of new business sites has least priority”(Provincie Utrecht,
2004b, p-26).
When new business sites are developed, availability and capacity of existing infrastructure is
important for designating new areas. This implies the province of Utrecht focuses on primary
location factors when developing new business sites. After 2015, the provincial government
primarily focuses on developing new space for service oriented industries and knowledge based
business.
Concluding, not much specific policy is found in the regional plan considering possibilities for
the development of green business site ‘Haarrijn’. It seems that the provincial government
focuses on redevelopment and revitalization of old business sites instead of developing new. It
can be questioned whether developing a new green business site while old business sites are
suffering from high vacancy levels and deterioration can be considered sustainable at all. The
focus of the province on developing new space for service oriented and knowledge based
businesses may offer possibilities for the development of green business site Haarrijn because
specialized firm activity seems to be most suited for location on a green business site.
2 SPATIAL ACTION PROGRAMME 2008-2011 (RAC) Free interpretation of: (Provincie Utrecht,

2007)
The province of Utrecht explains which steps are going to be taken to contribute to realization of
its spatial policy, which is explained in the provincial regional plan 2005-2015. For the
development of a green business site ‘Haarrijn’, it is important to state here that the province of
Utrecht notices that the amount of vacant office and business space is increasing in the province
of Utrecht. Two causes for the high levels of vacancy and (rapid) deterioration of quality at
business sites are mentioned in the spatial action programme. First, the negative global
economic climate is seen as an important reason. Second, business sites are becoming outdated
and therefore do not fit current standards for a lot of business any longer.
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To cope with increasing vacancy levels, at business sites and high deterioration levels
redevelopment of old business sites will get priority over development of new business sites in
the province of Utrecht. So, it can be concluded that the provincial government focuses on
redevelopment of old business sites. This perhaps offers possibilities to redevelop old business
sites into green business sites.
3REGIONAL STRUCTURE PLAN free interpretation of:(Bestuur regio utrecht, 2005)

Ten municipal governments organised themselves in a central committee which is called the
‘regional board Utrecht’. A list of members of the regional board is added in appendix 1. This
board explains their spatial policy for the period 2005-2015 in the regional structure plan 20052015.
The regional board raises quite a challenge for its spatial policy. Not only is the economic
position of the region to be enforced, at the same time accessibility, landscape quality and
ecological values are to be improved. Further, the regional green/blue structure has to be
enforced and more areas for recreation have to be developed.
In order to achieve this, the regional board wants to use the national ecological structure (EHS)
and the regional water structure as structuring elements for spatial development of the region.
In the regional structure plan, no specific policy for the development of ‘green business sites’ or
‘sustainable business sites is mentioned’.
Concluding; perhaps development of green business sites can be a way of enforcing the regional
economy and ecological structure and contribute to solving the challenges raised by the regional
structure plan at the same time. Development of green business sites might be a way to make the
national ecological structure and regional water structure leading for future spatial
developments because it combines urban development and development of ecological
structures. If it is possible to integrate business sites with the national ecological structure, the
regional economic position can be improved along with ecological quality. However, it must be
mentioned here that it seems the regional board is a government without much influence.
4 PROVINCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN free interpretation of: (Provincie Utrecht, 2004a)

The provincial government explains its environmental policy in the provincial environmental
plan 2004-2008. Although this plan is outdated, there wasn’t a new one available in spring 2009.
Therefore this plan will be used to explain the provincial environmental policy in relation to
possibilities for development of a ‘green business site’ ‘Haarrijn. In the regional environmental
plan, ‘sustainable spatial development’ is interpreted as development of space without
deterioration of spatial quality.
Economic growth is considered necessary for social development of the province of Utrecht. In
line with this, in the regional environmental plan it is suggested that a sustainable provincial
economy must be developed in which substance cycles are closed. For economic developments,
emphasis is placed on optimizing energy production from renewable sources and optimizing
(re)use of waste.
So, not much specific information this far. However, there is a section of the environmental plan
devoted to ‘sustainable business sites’. Unfortunately, the province of Utrecht misses the
opportunity to explain its vision on ‘sustainable business sites’ thoroughly. It only states that “for
the development of sustainable business sites cooperation between actors is essential” (Provincie
Utrecht, 2004a, p-26).
In conclusion, based on the attention to the development of a sustainable economy through
closing substance cycles and minimizing fossil energy consumption, the regional environmental
plan primarily offers possibilities for development of eco-industrial business sites. Generally
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speaking, not much relevant and specific information can be found in this policy document
concerning development of ‘sustainable business sites’ and ‘green business sites’.
MUNICIPAL POLICY

In this section, municipal policy which is relevant for development of ‘green business sites’ or
and ‘sustainable business sites’ is discussed. The municipal policy documents listed below are
discussed. The town planning schedule of requirements and the development plan are the two
most detailed plans in which the future development of business site ‘Haarrijn’ is explained in
detail. Here, attention is paid to specific policy concerning ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable
business sites’. Details about the development of business site ‘Haarrijn’ were presented in
section 3.1. The following municipal policy documents are discussed:
1. Municipal structure plan (Gemeente Utrecht, 2004)
2. Town planning schedule of requirements ‘Haarrijn’(stedenbouwkundig programma van
eisen)(Gemeente Utrecht, 2007)
3. Urban development plan ‘Business site Haarrijn’ (SP Haarrijn) (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008)
1 MUNICIPAL STRUCTURE PLAN Free interpretation of: (Gemeente Utrecht, 2004)
The municipal structure plan contains the spatial policy of the municipal government of Utrecht
(city) for the period 2015-2030. In this period, the city council identifies several challenges with
which the cities spatial policy has to deal with.
The challenge of providing space for urban development while maintaining “quality of space” is
of interest for development of a green business site Haarrijn. ‘Careful use of space’ and giving
water systems and green structures a leading role in future spatial development are ways the
city council tries to realize sustainable spatial developments.

Concluding, it seems that the city council focuses on ‘careful use of space’ and ‘efficient use of
space’ (no space must be wasted) when regarding sustainable spatial developments.
Unfortunately, ‘careful use of space’ is a rather vague and undefined phrase. Not much relevant
policy was found in the municipal structure plan for the development of green business sites in
the city of Utrecht. Perhaps that development of green business sites provides an opportunity to
make green structures and water systems leading for future spatial developments without
closing of possibilities for urban developments.
2 TOWN PLANNING SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS HAARRIJN Free interpretation of: (Gemeente

Utrecht, 2007)
The town planning schedule of requirements Haarrijn describes the future use of the ‘Haarrijn’
area. The surrounding areas are important for the development of Haarrijn.The adjacent
business sites and the recreational pond, which is currently used for mineral extraction, are
important for the development of ‘Haarrijn’. This pond forms the north boarder of a large park
called “Leidsche Rijn Park” which has an important function for recreation in the Leidsche Rijn
area. ‘Haarrijn’ has an important function for adjacent business sites because traffic will access
these sites through ‘Haarrijn’.
For future development of Haarrijn the following principles which are presented in the town
planning schedule of requirements are of importance.
-

4-season usage. Haarrijn must be used all year round to prevent deserted recreational or
business areas in fall and winter seasons, which helps to prevent deterioration of quality
Connection to the ‘Green Hart’. ‘Haarrijn is seen as “gate” to the ‘Green Hart’. Haarrijn
must be developed in such a way that the ‘Green Hart’ starts in Haarrijn.
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In conclusion, the recreational area will have an important function for business site ‘Haarrijn’.
Because it will be open to the public all year round, it can contribute to the liveability of the
business site, which should improve its quality. The emphasis on the connection to the Green
Hart area offers possibilities for development of green business site Haarrijn. If the open space is
developed to be connected to the green structure of the Green Hart, it can be connected to the
EHS.
3 DEVELOPMENT PLAN ‘BUSINESS SITE ‘HAARRIJN’ Free interpretation of: (Gemeente Utrecht,

2008)
The urban development plan is the most detailed policy document about the development of
business site ‘Haarrijn’. The design of infrastructure, the location of business sites, parking,
public space, image, etc. are issues which are described and determined in this plan. Hence, this
document is of great importance to investigate possibilities for development of green business
site Haarrijn. A lot of the possibilities for the development of a green business site will depend
on the development plan. The assessment of the case of business site Haarrijn for possibilities of
developing a green business site is based on criteria mentioned at the end op chapter two and
discussed in this chapter, which is based (to a large extend) on the urban development plan.
Here, some highlights which do not get a lot of attention when discussing other criteria are
presented.
In the development plan it is specifically stated that only FSC approved timber is allowed for
construction. Roofing materials must not contain polluting substances (such as lead, copper,
etc.). A final remark which is made in the urban development plan and which is of interest is that
vegetated roofs can have a positive contribution to containing water and insulation.
Concluding, except the statement concerning vegetated roofs, no concrete opportunities and
possibilities for development of a green business site Haarrijn exist based on the content of the
urban development plan which is related to ‘sustainability’. Nevertheless, the connection of
business site Haarrijn to its surroundings is emphasized again and that offers possibilities for
development of a green business site.
CONCLUSION BASED ON POLICY DOCUMENTS

At both the provincial and municipal level it seems no specific policy exists concerning
development of ‘green business sites’. Despite the few efforts discovered, it seems policy
discussed here fails in making sustainability specific. ‘Careful use of space’ is one of the examples
of how governments try to develop space in a sustainable way. However, ‘careful use of space’ is
such a vague notion that it does not provide any clues for the development of green business
sites.
For development of sustainable business sites it is of importance that both the provincial and
municipal government notice that the amount of deteriorated business sites is increasing and
that vacancy levels are rising. To solve these problems, priority is given to redevelopment and
revitalization of old business sites over the development of new business sites. In light of this, it
can be questioned whether development of new sustainable business sites is sustainable at all
and whether possibilities for development of a green business site Haarrijn exist based on this
policy.
Finally, the policy to make existing green and water structures leading for future spatial
development is of interest for development of green business site Haarrijn. Green business sites
can be a way to combine enforcement of green- and water structures with urban developments.
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INTERVIEW DATA
PROVINCIAL POLICY; The province of Utrecht used to have a specific policy aimed at the
development of sustainable business sites. However, this policy was abandoned because it failed
to make the concept of ‘sustainable business sites’ specific and understandable. Unfortunately
the province failed to get support from private actors and lower level governments for its policy
aimed at developing sustainable business sites. So, the decision was made to abandon this policy.
In relation to the development of green business site Haarrijn, it seems problems occur in
relation to provincial policy. The province of Utrecht focuses on revitalization of old business
sites instead of development of new business sites. When new business sites are developed, the
province of Utrecht explains the illusive phrase ‘careful use of space’ in terms of intensification
and maximizing the amount of land which can be issued off to private ownership. This means
that the percentage of public and open space at new business site must be minimal.

Detailed planning of business sites is the responsibility of municipal governments. It appears a
conflict of interests exists between the provincial government of Utrecht and the municipal
government of Utrecht. Provincial policy is aimed at creating a balance between the economic
development of the province and maintaining its spatial quality. Municipal governments benefit
economically from development of new business sites. The higher the percentage of land which
can be sold to private actors and the lower the quality of public space, the more income is
generated by municipal governments. The province of Utrecht does not expect municipal
governments willing to develop green business sites because of the higher costs involved.
In essence, the province of Utrecht does not see many possibilities for development of green
business sites. Perhaps the recreational use of a business site offers a small opportunity. It
appears the province of Utrecht is interested in creating ways to make it possible to use business
site for recreational purposes to increase liveability of business sites and prevent deterioration
of quality.
MUNICIPAL POLICY; At a municipal level no policy exists for development of sustainable

business sites. Business site Haarrijn is developed to fulfil an existing demand for space from a
specific type of firm activity. Planning and development of business site Haarrijn is aimed at
quick and easy issuing of land. Quality levels at business site Haarrijn are high to maximize the
competitive advantage and the attractiveness to firms. It seems a strong focus on generating as
much profit as possible existed when business site Haarrijn was planned. The municipal
government interprets ‘sustainability’ at business sites in terms of using sustainable building
materials.
Summarizing, although respondents state that municipal policy for development of sustainable
business sites exists, it seems this is not common practice. Setting demands for usage of building
materials is not the same as having a policy which is aimed at the development of sustainable
business sites. It seems business site Haarrijn is primarily developed for economic reasons.
CONCLUSION BASED ON INTERVIEWS

No policy exists aimed at development of green business sites at both the provincial and
municipal level. The province of Utrecht focuses on revitalization of old business sites rather
than redevelopment of new business sites. When developing new business sites, ‘careful use of
space’ means space must be used as efficient as possible, minimizing the amount of space
unused for built-up space. So, from a provincial point of view, no possibilities exist for
developing green business site Haarrijn. Perhaps a slight opportunity exists when looking at
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possibilities to utilize business site Haarrijn for recreational purposes since green open space
can be used for recreation.
Municipal planning of business site Haarrijn is primarily based on economic considerations.
Haarrijn is developed to provide space for a firm activity for which demands for space were the
highest in the municipality of Utrecht at the time Haarrijn was planned. Business site Haarrijn is
developed to offer space to retail, logistics, wholesale activities and car dealerships.
Unfortunately, no though was given to the suitability of the area of Haarrijn for location of this
type of firm activity. From a municipal point of view, no possibilities exist for development of
green business site Haarrijn because the increased amount of public space means less land can
be sold.

3.2.4 FIRM ACTIVITY
Information presented in this section is to a large extend based on the urban development plan
for business site Haarrijn (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008), unless mentioned differently. Haarrijn is
developed to provide a location for firms active in retail, light industry, maintenance and sales of
cars and logistic companies. Businesses which are allowed to locate themselves at business site
Haarrijn are similar to businesses located at the adjacent business site the ‘Wetering North’. A
list of businesses which are located at the ‘Wetering North’ is added in appendix 2. Offices and
service based companies are not allowed to locate themselves at business site Haarrijn.
A final category of firms which is allowed to be located at Haarrijn are car dealers. Car dealers
receive customers and are active in consumer markets. Car dealers can be regarded as
‘specialized firm activity’ and can receive added value from a location with a ‘sustainable image’.
Whether car dealers benefit more from a specific image or whether any kind of positive image is
sufficient remains unsure. Unfortunately, it is rather unlikely that car dealers will have the
possibility to make investments in their location, since economic circumstances were rather
poor for car dealers during the first half of 2009.
When regarding the size of the firms which can be located at business site Haarrijn, it can be
concluded that Haarrijn is meant for small to mid-sized companies. This can be concluded based
on the plot sizes2 and on the businesses which are located at business site the Wetering North.
In the next section closer attention is paid to firm characteristics and whether they benefit from
a sustainable image based on information gathered during interviews.
INTERVIEW DATA

Respondents made it clear that it is not sufficient to distinguish between ‘standardized firm
activity’ and ‘specialized firm activity’ to determine the importance of different location factors
for the location decisions of different firms. Firm size also affects the location preferences of
firms. So, whether ‘image’ is a relevant location factor for a firm’s location decision depends on
the size of the firm and its activities.
Respondents stated that cost based location factors are of primary importance to explain the
location decisions of small firms. Small firms do value the image of a business site as a location
factor but are forced to base their location decision primarily on cost based location factors due
to limited investment power. Respondents also mentioned that image is an important location
factor for large (inter) national firms which are active at the end of a value chain close to
consumer markets. These firms often receive a lot of attention in the media and benefit from a
2

Three larger plots of 11.750 m2 and twenty one plots with a mean size of 3915 m2 (Gemeente Utrecht,
2008)
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positive image. Examples of such firms are banks, insurance companies, accountants,
consultancy firms, multinational’s office activity, etc.
In general it can be stated that image is a relevant location factor for a firm’s location decision
when image is of importance to the value adding process of a company (when customers are
received at the location) or when the image of the company has a direct influence on sales.
Based on the interviews, it is not completely clear whether firms value a ‘sustainable image’
higher than any other image which is perceived as positive. It is expected that sustainability will
become more important for companies in time and that, on the long run, it will become a
prerequisite for doing business. With this in mind it is expected that more and more firms will
value a sustainable image. Or as a respondent stated:
…] Banks and financial institutes might be particularly interested in a sustainable image in the future. In current
economic circumstances, a sober, reliable a sustainable image will be the new standard, not only for the financial
industries, but for all firms. […

But is a sustainable image a relevant location factor for firms which can locate themselves at
business site Haarrijn? The location factors listed below are considered of importance for firms
which can be located at business site Haarrijn by respondents. No relative weight has been given
to these location factors although two respondents mentioned accessibility as the most
important location factor and image & representation as the least important location factor.






Current accessibility & future accessibility
Parking space
Land price
Possibilities to expand
Image & representation

So, although image is an important location factor for firms which can be located at business site
Haarrijn, there are other location factors which are more important. Nevertheless, image is
valued as a location factor.
Heavy industries have not been discussed so far but also deserves some attention here.
Respondents indicated that a ‘sustainable image’ is not a relevant location factor to explain the
location of this type of firm activity, but a location on an eco-industrial business site can be
interesting for heavy industrial companies. These companies usually consume a lot of energy
and raw material. This makes it relatively easy to realize benefits (both environmental and
economical) by applying industrial ecological systems.
CONCLUSION BASED ON INTERVIEWS

Image is not a relevant location factor for most firms that can be located at Haarrijn because it is
not of (great) importance to their value adding process or because they lack the necessary
investment power. In fact, image becomes relevant as a location factor for large (inter) national
firms which are active at the end of a value chain close to consumer markets.
In general; sustainability is becoming more important for firms and with it a sustainable image.
A sustainable image does not result directly into added value for firms which can be located at
Haarrijn, because of the types of firms that can be located at Haarrijn.
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If business site Haarrijn is developed into a green business site, it’s sustainable image can
primarily be used to distinguish it from other business sites, generating competitive advantage
to real estate developers

3.2.5 PARK MANAGEMENT
In the urban plan (Gemeente Utrecht, 2008) and the town planning schedule of requirements
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2007) it is determined that park management will be used at business site
Haarrijn. Here, it is discussed what kind of park management activities can take place at
business site Haarrijn, what the goals for using park management are and how park
management can be organised at Haarrijn. Ultimately, it is assessed whether park management
can contribute to development of a green business site Haarrijn.
Business site Haarrijn is supposed to be developed in a “sustainable way” and should be of high
quality. Park management is seen as a way to realize these goals by the municipal government.
Park management is used to structure the development and maintenance of space at business
site Haarrijn to ultimately obtain a high level of spatial quality. Companies located at business
site Haarrijn are obliged to participate in park management. Park management will be legally
organised as an association, of which companies can be members. The local government is
owner of public space and is therefore also a member of the park management association. Each
member is obliged to contribute financially to the park management association in the form of a
basic subscription. In return, park management activities as shown in table 4 are carried out.
TABLE 4: PARK MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AT HAARRIJN. SOURCE: (GEMEENTE UTRECHT, 2008)

Basic park management activities
Maintenance of public space
Maintenance of representative elements at private
areas
Site security
Signposts to locate individual firms

Firms can upgrade their membership
and obtain democratic rights within
the association. The park
management association hires a
maintenance organisation which
does the actual work. The park
management association can take
initiatives to undertake more
ambitious and complicated park
management activities.

Waste collection and waste treatment
Transport management

CONCLUSION BASED
ON CASE MATERIALS

Urban planning and architectural guidelines
Although park management will exist
at business site Haarrijn, it does not
seem to offer much help in creating a
green business site or a ‘sustainable business site’. The municipal government sees park
management as a way to realize sustainable development of business site Haarrijn. However,
based on the basic park management activities, park management seems to be a tool for the local
government to organise collective maintenance and prevent deterioration of quality, rather than
a way of developing a ‘green business site’. Firms benefit from park management because
collective affairs are efficiently taken care. No park management activities are foreseen at
business site Haarrijn which contribute to the development of a green business site at the
moment.

Management of maintenance organisation
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If park management is to play a role in developing a green business site Haarrijn, more elaborate
park management tasks are needed. Park management can play a role in coordinating individual
firm activity, ecological development of open space and utilization of public space. However, the
foreseen park management activities at business site Haarrijn do not do so.
INTERVIEW DATA

Respondents agreed that park management seems to function properly in practice as long as
park management activities are relatively simple. Examples of such activities mentioned by
respondents are collective site security, maintenance activities and waste management. A
tendency among municipal governments exists to try to use park management as a way to
realize more elaborate forms of public private cooperation. Municipal governments often see
park management as a “magic tool” to develop sustainable business sites. It is generally accepted
amongst respondents that this perception exists and that it is wrong. Most important reason for
failure of too complex forms of park management is lack of support from companies. That being
said, this does not mean park management cannot play a role in the development of sustainable
business sites. Park management can be a useful tool to organise the needed private – public
cooperation at a sustainable business site. It has to be clear how park management contributes
to the development of a green business site and what park management activities need to be.
However, without support from companies, park management will probably not be a success.
Although park management is believed to be a useful tool for development of sustainable
business sites, most respondents regard the guaranteed quality of maintenance the most
important benefit from park management. Park management helps to prevent deterioration of
quality at business sites and high vacancy levels through a guaranteed level of maintenance. In
this sense park management contributes to the sustainability of a business site, which is not to
be mistaken for a sustainable business site.
CONCLUSION BASED ON INTERVIEWS

Park management can play a role in activities at a green business site or at a sustainable
business site. To be able to play this role, it is necessary that park management is used as a tool
in a more elaborate sustainability concept (such as a green business site or an eco-industrial
business site) and must not be seen as a goal in itself. The perception of many municipal
governments that park management is a “magic tool” for the development of sustainable
business sites is wrong. The ensured quality of maintenance and the prevented deterioration of
quality are seen as the most important advantages of using park management at business sites.

3.2.6 ECONOMIC REVENUES
Business sites used to be developed with a focus on minimizing costs. This resulted in business
sites of low quality, deteriorated business sites and high vacancy levels. This research focuses on
the possible added value of a business site with a sustainable image to firms. This means it is
necessary to investigate the possible economic revenues for firms to be located at a green
business site because added value for firms also must result in economic revenues, besides
other intangible revenues.
Because business site Haarrijn is not intended to become a green business site, no information
during the case study was found regarding the possible economic revenues from a business site
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with a sustainable image to firms. During interviews, attention was paid to this subject and
results are presented below.
INTERVIEW DATA

A shift occurs in the way business sites are developed to prevent deterioration of quality.
Currently more attention is paid to overall quality and image of business sites, rather than
focusing on cost minimization. This means that it is probable that costs and land prices will
increase. Real estate will have a higher quality and is more likely to have a high value and its
value will be more stable.
A focus on a sustainable image can help to develop business sites of high quality. A green
business site needs a high quality of built-up and open space. But to make development of green
business sites a success, it is important that sustainability is not only interpreted in terms of
environmental sustainability but also in terms of economic sustainability. As one respondent
puts it:
...] without a solid business case, any initiative for sustainable development probably won’t last [...

Although firms benefit from a business site with a sustainable image, all respondents indicated
that firms are not willing to pay extra for a location on a business site with a sustainable image.
Firms are willing to pay a land price which is competitive with market standards for a business
site of high quality. Exception to this are large (inter) national firms which are active at the end
of a value chain close to consumer markets. This mainly concerns office locations. For office
locations, land costs only take up a small percentage of the total development. Because of the
importance of image to these kind of companies and because of the relatively low importance of
land prices, these large (inter) national firms are willing to pay more for a business site with a
sustainable image.
To be able to determine how much firms are willing to invest (more) in a location at a
sustainable business site it is important to make ‘sustainability’ tangible. It must be possible to
calculate economic advantages or disadvantages.
For eco-industrial business sites it is possible to make sustainability tangible. These large (inter)
national firms are willing to pay more for a business site with a sustainable location because
image is important to these kind of firms and land prices are less important for their location
decision.
Firms can be interested in eco-industrial solutions because of fluctuating energy and raw
material prices. Eco-industrial solutions can solve the dependency on resources of firms.
Because eco-industrial solutions are tangible it can be calculated what savings on raw materials
and energy costs are compared to investment costs. This makes it relatively simple to define
what the possible economic revenues of eco-industrial business sites for firms are.
Does this mean that forms of sustainable developments for which it is difficult to make
sustainability tangible, such as green business sites, are doomed to fail?
As mentioned before; a green business site attracts companies because a sustainable image
distinguishes a business site from other business sites. Firms are not willing to pay higher land
prices but are attracted to a green business site. This suggests additional investments needed to
create a green business site will not result in higher revenues. Instead, development of a green
business site will probably result in lower revenues because of the higher investments needed.
This suggests it is impossible to develop green business sites without economic support from
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governments. A final option to make a green business sites economically viable which was
suggested by some respondents it to use lease and take back solutions3.
CONCLUSION BASED ON INTERVIEWS

A green business site offers added value to firms. Only large (inter)national firms operating at
the end of a value chain and/or close to consumer markets are willing to pay higher land prices
for a business site with a sustainable image. Firms which can locate themselves at business site
Haarrijn are attracted by a business site with sustainable image compared to conventional
business sites. They are not willing to pay higher land prices for it. To be able to make a solid
economic business case for development of sustainable business sites, it is necessary to make
‘sustainability’ tangible.

3.2.7 SUSTAINABLE IMAGE
In this section general interview data concerning a business site’s ‘ sustainable image’ is
discussed
What determines the image of a business site? This research focused on the possible added value
of green business sites to companies through a sustainable image. But does a green business site
have a sustainable image? All respondents believed this assumption to be correct. However,
there is more to it. Although a green business site will have a sustainable image, this does not
mean other business sites won’t have a sustainable image.
The image of a business site is determined by many interrelated factors. The following example
was brought forward during an interview:
...] At first sight, it seems parking space has not much to do with the image of a business site. But when
there is not enough, the business site will be crowded with cars, which doesn’t serve its image very well [...

This example shows that developing a business site with a sustainable image is not a simple
matter of devoting attention to design, development and maintenance of green space at business
sites. In fact, because ‘image’ can be seen as a reflection of reality, it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to understand what determines the image of a business site. The following factors
were mentioned (not in any specific order) by persons interviewed which influence the image of
a business site:






the open space between buildings,
overall looks and appearance of the site
firm activity
green public space
Quality of infrastructure.

An investor or real estate developer remains ownership of real estate at a business site when
using a lease and take back construction. Individual firms cannot become owner of real estate.
Firms pay a service fee during a limited time period. The investor does not only rent its real
estate to firms, he also is responsible for a renewable energy supply, biologically treats sewage
water, develops and maintains open space at a business site to increase biodiversity, etc.
Firms may benefit from this solution because firms can focus on their core business and it might
become possible to create enough economies of scale to make sustainability economically viable.
It must be emphasized here that proof to support this ‘lease and take back hypothesis’ is
missing.

3
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The possibility to overview the business site
Signposts
Size and quality of the public space
Quality of built-up space

3.3 CONCLUSIONS
In this section conclusions are presented which are based on the empiric material presented in
this chapter. Conclusions concerning the possibilities for development of green business site
Haarrijn are presented.
GREEN BUSINESS SITE HAARRIJN







Open space
Open space at business site Haarrijn is not planned to be part of a green business site in
the first place, so additional measures are needed if business site Haarrijn is to be
developed into a green business site. Nevertheless, opportunities exist to develop open
space at Haarrijn to be part of an interconnected ecological system. The linear shape of
the open space offers possibilities for development of ecological corridors. Together with
the private green representative zone, the open green space at Haarrijn may be large
enough to function as an ecological corridor. Development of open space as part of a
larger interconnected ecological system means connecting ecological corridors at
Haarrijn to its surrounding areas. Business site Haarrijn can be connected to the Green
Hart area, the pond Haarrijn and Leidsche Rijn Park.
Development of green space at Haarrijn into ecological corridors requires:
o Cooperation and support from private actors.
o It must be possible to utilize green space.
o Development of ecological corridors cannot conflict with functionality of the
business site.
Built-up space
Quality of built-up space at business site Haarrijn will be high, due to of demands made by
the municipal government in the urban development plan. The high quality of built-up
space is meant to give business site Haarrijn a strong image. This high quality of built-up
space prevents deterioration of quality and enables real estate to remain its value over a
longer period of time. An important feature for the image of business site Haarrijn is its
noise barrier.
Quality of built-up space at business site Haarrijn will be high enough for development of
a green business site. Both quality of built-up and open space must be high at a green
business site. So, possibilities for developing a green business site Haarrijn exist based on
the quality of built-up space at Haarrijn.
Policy
At a provincial and municipal level no spatial policy exists concerning development of
green business sites or sustainable business sites. Both the provincial and municipal
government notice an increase in vacancy levels at business sites and increased
deterioration of quality at business sites. Therefore redevelopment and revitalization of
old business sites is emphasized over development of new business sites. So, it can be
concluded that development of new green business sites is not in line with existing policy.
New urban developments in the province of Utrecht must occur while ‘carefully using
space’. In relation to development of new business sites this means an intensified use of
space, minimizing the amount of public space. This means ‘careful use of space’ seriously
limits opportunities for developing green business site Haarrijn.
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Development of green business site Haarrijn offers an opportunity to integrate green
structures and water structures with urban developments, giving water and green a
leading role in future spatial developments. However, because the municipality of Utrecht
primarily develops Haarrijn based on economic considerations it seems Haarrijn cannot
be developed into a green business site.
Unfortunately, by focussing on maximizing profits it seems some important issues have
been overlooked while planning for business site Haarrijn. The suitability of the area for
the specific type of firms and the relation between the surrounding areas and the
business site where not thought trough properly. At the beginning of summer in 2009,
demands for space at business site Haarrijn is down. Perhaps this offers a possibility for
the municipal government of Utrecht to rethink development of business site Haarrijn.
Development of green business site Haarrijn perhaps offers a possibility to connect
Haarrijn to its surrounding areas, increase biodiversity and increase competitive
advantage of business site Haarrijn.
In general it can be concluded that there are no possibilities for development of green
business site Haarrijn based on municipal and provincial policy. Especially the municipal
focus on economic aspects when developing business sites is not in favour of
development of green business sites.
Firm activity
A sustainable image as a location factor does not play a role in the value adding process of
firms which can be located at business site Haarrijn, except car dealers. Car dealers are
the only type of business which can be located at Haarrijn which are active at the end of a
value chain, close to consumer markets. Unfortunately, economic climate at the beginning
of summer 2009 is not helping car dealers in making investments for a new location.
No opportunities for development of green business site Haarrijn exist based on the
criteria of firm activity.
Park management
There will be park management at business site Haarrijn. At Haarrijn, park management
is currently meant to ensure a minimum quality level of maintenance.
This does not mean park management cannot play a role in development of green
business site Haarrijn. Park management can be a useful tool for coordinating and
organising operations at a green business site which are needed to increase biodiversity
while not restriction functionality of the business site. However, park management does
not enable or disable development of green business site Haarrijn.
Economic revenues
Because firms which can be located at Haarrijn either lack investment power or are not
active at the end of a value chain close to consumer markets, firms are not willing to
invest extra in a location with a sustainable image. Land prices at green business site
Haarrijn cannot be higher to cover expenses needed to develop a green business site. A
green business site can use its sustainable image to distinguish itself from conventional
business sites. In that sense, a green business site offers added competitive advantage to
real estate developers.
It seems little opportunities exist for development of green business site Haarrijn since
investments needed for development of a green business site will not result in higher
revenues through higher land prices. This means real estate developers do not benefit
financially from investing in a green business sites through higher turnover rates.
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TABLE 5: POSSIBILITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF GREEN BUSINESS SITE HAARRIJN. A + INDICATES THIS
CRITERION OFFERS POSSIBILITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A GREEN BUSINESS SITE HAARRIJN. A –
INDICATES IMPOSSIBILITIES EXIST FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF GREEN BUSINESS SITE HAARRIJN
BASED ON THAT CRITERION.

Criteria

Green business site
Haarrijn

Open space

+

Built-up space

+

Policy

−−

Firm activity

−−

Park
management

0

Economic
revenues

−

In table 5, a basic summary of above
presented conclusions regarding
possibilities for development of a green
business site Haarrijn. It seems area related
criteria of business site Haarrijn offer
possibilities for development of a green
business site, except policy. Firm related
criteria do not.
It seems a mismatch exists between the
suitability of the area and spatial layout of
Haarrijn and between firms which can be
located at Haarrijn to develop it into a green
business site.

If Haarrijn is to be developed into a green
business site, offices and large (inter)
national firms active close to consumer markets should be allowed to locate themselves at
Haarrijn because such firms can benefit from a sustainable image and are most likely to be
willing to pay higher land prices for a location with a sustainable image.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter the conclusions of this research are presented. This research’s discussion is
presented in section 4.1. In section 4.2.1, based on the analysis of empiric data which was
gathered during the case study some conclusions are presented. In section 4.2.2 the answers to
the research procedures are presented and in section 4.2.3 the general conclusion of this
research is presented. Recommendations for future research are made in section 4.3.

4.1 DISCUSSION
This research investigated the possibilities for development of sustainable business sites and the
possible added value of sustainable business sites to firms. Emphasis was placed on
investigating the possible added value of a sustainable image as a location factor to firms.
Based on a literature study the conceptual model was designed. Location theories, industrialecologic theory and spatial ecologic theory was used to design the conceptual model. The
conceptual model describes the relation between firm characteristics, location factors and
sustainable business sites. A distinction was made between two types of sustainable business
sites: green business sites and eco-industrial business sites.
A case study was used to get insight in possibilities for development of a green business sites.
The decision to focus on possibilities for development of a green business site was made because
of the emphasis of this research on the possible added value of a sustainable image to firms.
Consequently, eco-industrial business sites where left out of the research after the literature
study. Although respondents believed that a green business site has a sustainable image, it is not
certain whether an eco-industrial business site does not have a sustainable image. This suggests
that the decision leave eco-industrial business sites out of the research is not entirely justified
because it might be possible for eco-industrial business sites to have a sustainable image.
When looking at the results of this research there are some issues which need to be discussed to
be able to value and interpret the results of this research appropriately.




The use of a single case always limits the comprehensiveness of research results. Preferably
multiple cases must be used to exclude as much influence of case specific context on results
as possible. Due to time constraints it was not possible to include more than a single case in
this research. Nevertheless, the case of business site Haarrijn is a representative case for
development of new business sites in the Netherlands. However, the results of this research
must be interpreted while keeping the context of this specific case in mind.
The plans for development of business site Haarrijn are in a late and detailed phase. The
plans are already approved by the city council and the development of business site Haarrijn
will be executed according to the urban development plan. Business site Haarrijn is not
planned nor developed into a green business site. This means the assessment of plans for
business site Haarrijn to discover possibilities for developing a green business site are
hypothetical and based on interpretations.
However, the development of Haarrijn is not on schedule at the beginning of the summer of
2009. No land has yet been sold and negotiations between the city and a real estate
developer have failed, partially because of the current economic climate. It is expected that
construction work at business site Haarrijn will not start in the near future. Perhaps the
current economic climate offers an opportunity to the city council of Utrecht to rethink the
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plans for business site Haarrijn. Development of a green business site Haarrijn might
provide an opportunity to develop a high quality business site, distinguishing itself from
other business sites. Immaterial benefits of the development of a green business site
Haarrijn can be that biodiversity can be increased and a business site which is connected to
its surrounding areas can be developed. This does however mean higher investments are
needed and these higher investments do not result directly into higher economical revenues.
The results of the case study show possibilities and opportunities for (re)developing a
planned business site into a green business site. It shows what is needed to change the
development of business sites into green business sites. The case specific context of Haarrijn
is to be taken into account in regarding these results. Other business site offer different
(im)possibilities for development of a green business sites, for instance because of different
geographical, social and political characteristics. However, similarities will also exist.
No attention was paid to technical possibilities of developing a green business site. It is not
considered into detail how business site Haarrijn should be developed to contribute to an
increase of biodiversity. During the case study it is reasoned what conditions for successful
development of a green business site are and what (im)possibilities for development of a
green business site Haarrijn are.

When reviewing the assumptions made during this research, the following issues need to be
discussed here:










Some respondents had specific knowledge about business site the Wetering North. Because
business site Haarrijn is developed to be similar to business site the Wetering North it is
assumed that opinions of these respondents are also valid for business site Haarrijn. It can
be discussed to what extend this assumption is justified.
Quality of built-up and open space at a green business site is assumed to be high. It is argued
that quality of built-up space at business site Haarrijn is sufficient for development of a
green business site. However, valuation of quality always is, more or less, a subjective
decision. Quality of built-up and open space is assessed based on visual observations,
prescribed building materials, requirements made in the urban development plan, expert
opinions and user opinions.
Criteria used to analyse the case of business site Haarrijn where selected based on the
literature study. No relative weight was given to criteria. During the literature study no
examples of a similar research were found, so the accuracy of criteria used in this research
remains uncertain. Further research is needed to find and test the appropriateness of
criteria for investigating possibilities for development of green business sites.
It remains unclear what exactly a ‘sustainable image’ of a business site is. Although all
respondents agreed that a green business site will have a sustainable image, the assumption
that an eco-industrial business site will not have a sustainable image proved to be wrong.
It is assumed that characteristics of built-up and open space influence the image of a
business site. This assumption seems reasonable, but it is not clear to what extend other
factors influence the image of a business site as well, what these factors are and how these
factors are related to each other.

When taking the above presented issues into consideration, what did this research result in?
First, this research resulted in a better insight in the importance of a sustainable image of a
business site for a firm’s location decision. Second, insight was gained about the importance of
different firm characteristics on its location decision. Third, insight in the added value of a
sustainable image of a business site to firms was gained. Fourth, more insight was gained about
sustainable business sites in general. Fifth, more was learned about possible spatial lay-outs of
green business sites and finally, more insight was gained about the relation between a green
business site and its surrounding areas.
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4.2 CONCLUSIONS
In this section this research’s conclusions are presented. Some general conclusions which are
based on the empiric part of this research are presented in section 4.2.1. In section 4.2.2 answers
to the research questions are presented. The answer to the problem statement is formulated in
section 4.2.3. In section 4.3 recommendations for future research are made.

4.2.1 GREEN BUSINESS SITES
Below, some general conclusions are presented which are based on the empiric research
presented in chapter three. Conclusions are presented in accordance with the analysis of empiric
material in chapter three. These conclusions form a prelude to the overall conclusions of this
research which are presented in the next section.










Open space
Support from companies is an important success factor for development of a green
businesses site. When open space at a business site is developed to increase biodiversity
it must remain possible to utilize open space for recreational purposes. Development of
open space to be part of a larger interconnected ecological system cannot conflict with
functionality of a business site.
Built-up space
Quality of built-up space at business sites can be ensured if municipal governments make
strong requirements in urban development plans. As a result, deterioration of quality at
business sites will be less and real estate will be worth more over time. Quality of built-up
space must be high at a green business site to match with the quality of the open space at
a green business site and to give the site a sustainable image.
Policy
Development of new sustainable business sites does not seem to fit into current policy
approaches and regulations. Current policy aims at redevelopment of old deteriorated
business sites, rather than on development of new business sites. Redevelopment of old
deteriorated business sites into green business sites might be a way of creating added
value. Unfortunately this is not considered by the provincial and municipal government of
Utrecht at this time. If new business sites are developed, a focus is placed on efficient use
of space and intensifying built-up space. This is not in favour of developing green
business sites. No specific spatial policy exists for development of sustainable business
sites. The focus of municipal governments at developing business sites as a way to realize
profits also does not work in favour of developing green business sites.
Firm activity
Important success factor for sustainable business sites is a solid economical business
case. To be able to create a solid business case, a sustainable business site must offer
added value to firms which can be located there.
This means the location of a firm must contribute to its value adding process. Ecoindustrial business site can offer added value to (heavy) industrial companies by
connecting production systems through connecting flows of energy and matter, possibly
realising savings on raw material- and energy costs. Green business sites can offer added
value to firms active at the end of a value chain close to consumer markets; firms which
benefit for a sustainable image. However, only large (inter)national firms which are active
at the end of a value chain and close to consumer markets are willing to invest more in a
location with a sustainable image.
Park management
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Park management can be a helpful tool for organising operations at green business sites.
The perception which tends to exist among municipal governments that park
management is a synonym for sustainable business site is wrong. Park management can
help in development of a sustainable business site, the mere existence of park
management at a business site does not make that business site a sustainable business
site.
Economic revenues
A sustainable business site can only be sustainable if it is also sustainable in an economic
sense. As mentioned before, a solid economical business case is an important factor for
successful development of sustainable business sites.
To be able to develop a solid business case it is necessary to make ‘sustainability’ tangible.
For eco-industrial business sites it is possible to make ‘sustainability’ tangible. It is
possible to calculate savings on raw material− and energy costs for firms which locate
themselves at an eco-industrial business site. Since investments are known, it can be
calculated whether firms will be willing to invest in an eco-industrial business site. For
green business sites, it is more difficult, if not impossible, to make ‘sustainability’ tangible.
Small firms or firms that do not receive added value from a location with a sustainable
image do value the sustainable image of a green business site. But they are not willing to
make higher investments in a location on a green business site. Only large (inter) national
firms which are active at the end of a value chain close to consumer markets are willing to
pay higher land prices for a location with a sustainable image.
Image
What influences the image of a business site? This turned out to be a very difficult
question to which no real answer was found during this research. Many factors influence
the image of a business site, among which are: quality of open- and built-up space, firm
characteristics, policy and park management. But also quality of infrastructure,
signposting, accessibility and quality of maintenance influence the image of a business
site.
The empiric study made it clear that it is not easy to identify what the image of a business
site is and what factors influence the image of a business site. It did become clear
however that although a green business site is expected to have a sustainable image,
other types of sustainable business sites can have a sustainable image as well.

4.2.2 ANSWERS TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.

WHAT IS A ‘SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SITE’?

A ‘sustainable business site’ is a business site at which ‘sustainability’ is interpreted in terms of
reducing environmental impacts of production systems or at which ‘sustainability’ is interpreted
in terms of site arrangements and characteristics of the site itself. A ‘sustainable business site’ is
either a ‘green business site’ or an ‘eco-industrial business site’. The definitions of a ‘green
business site’ and an ‘eco-industrial business site’ which were formulated in chapter two are
valid for answering this research question.
A ‘green business’ site is:
A business site at which natural areas are developed to be part of a larger, interconnected
ecological habitat system to increase biodiversity. Development and use of natural areas does not
conflict with urban functions. Natural areas can be utilized for recreational and representational
purposes. Both natural areas and built-up space meet high quality standards.
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An ‘eco-industrial business site’ is:
A business site at which production processes of firms are interconnected through flows of energy
and material. Firms located at an eco-industrial business site realize economic-, social- and
environmental benefits by exchanging products, by products, waste and energy.
2.

WHAT ARE FACTORS THAT DETERMINE THE ADDED VALUE OF A BUSINESS SITE FOR
COMPANIES?

The added value of a business site is determined by the degree to which site characteristics
match location preferences of firms. Based on location theories several location factors can be
identified which determine the added value of a business site to firms. It depends largely on firm
characteristics what location factors are valued. Hence, it depends on the type of firms for which
a business site is meant, what location factors determine the added value of a business site for
companies. In chapter two, a distinction is made between ‘specialized firm activity’ and
‘standardized firm activity’ to be able to investigate what location factors determine the added
value of a business site for companies. Cost-based location factors are of greater importance to
standardized firm activity than they are to specialized firm activity. However, this does not mean
cost based location are not important for providing added value to specialized firm activity. Less
tangible, tertiary location factors, such as a sustainable image, are more important for
determining added value of a business site to ‘specialized firm activity’.
In table 6 some location factors are presented which are of importance for determining the
added value of a business site for specialized and standardized firm activity.
TABLE 6: SOME LOCATION FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE THE ADDED VALUE OF A BUSINESS SITE FOR
FIRMS. LOCATION FACTORS ARE CATEGORIZED BASED ON THE TYPE OF FIRM ACTIVITY FOR WHICH
THEY ARE OF IMPORTANCE

Specialized firm activity
Accessibility
Image & representation
Possibilities for future expansion
Land prices
3.

Standardized firm activity
Accessibility
Land prices
Possibilities for future expansion
Environmental possibilities

WHAT IS A ‘SUSTAINABLE IMAGE’ OF A BUSINESS SITE?

It is impossible to answer this research question based on this research. It can be concluded that
a green business site will have a sustainable image. It is less likely for an eco-industrial business
site to have a sustainable image, but it is not impossible. Below, some factors which influence the
image of a business site are listed:
 Size and quality of open space (both public and private)
 Quality of built-up space
 Green open space
 Quality of infrastructure
 Firm activity
 Possibilities for utilization of public space
4.

IS THERE A RELATION BETWEEN THE ADDED VALUE OF A BUSINESS SITE AND ITS IMAGE?

Yes there is. Image is an important location factor for large (inter) national firms which are
active at the end of a value chain close to consumer markets. Image also is an important location
factor for firms which receive customers at their location. Hence, a relation exists between the
added value offered to a firm by the image of its business site. It depends on firm characteristics
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how this relation exactly looks like. In general it can be concluded that image is an important
location factor for ‘specialized firm activity’.
5.

DOES A ‘SUSTAINABLE IMAGE’ HAVE AN EFFECT ON THE ADDED VALUE OF A BUSINESS
SITE?

A sustainable image of a business can have an effect on the added value of a business site. In
general, firms favour a location on a business site with a sustainable-image compared to
conventional business sites. Whether firms are willing to make higher investments in a location
with a sustainable image depends on several things. Firms must be large enough and firms must
be able to benefit from a sustainable image in their value adding process. This concerns
‘specialized’ firm activity. Basically, large (inter) national service oriented companies which are
active close to consumer markets are willing to invest in a location which has a sustainable
aspects. Banks, accountants, consultants, lawyers, etc. are examples of firms which are willing to
invest in a location with a sustainable image.
Firms which are not large enough lack the investment power and ‘standardized firm activity’
does not benefit from a sustainable image in their value adding process.
However, at business sites which offer space for this kind of firm activity (such as business site
Haarrijn) a sustainable image can result in added value. A business site with a sustainable image
distinguishes itself from other business sites which helps to attract companies. A business site
with a sustainable image offers competitive advantage to real estate developers because it
distinguishes their product (a business site) from the competition (conventional business sites).
Investments in this competitive advantage however do not result directly in higher land prices.
6.

HOW WELL DO ‘SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SITES’ FIT IN CURRENT REGULATIONS AND POLICY
APPROACHES?

In the city and province of Utrecht, development of sustainable business sites does not fit in
current regulations and policy approaches. At a provincial level, no specific policy exists
concerning development of sustainable business sites. Redevelopment and revitalization of old
deteriorated business sites is emphasized over the development of new business sites. If new
business sites are developed, this should be done while ‘carefully using space’. This phrase is
explained in terms of intensification. As much space for businesses must be realized in as little
space as possible. This does not enable development of new green business sites.
No policy concerning development of sustainable business site exist at a municipal level as well.
At a municipal level business sites are developed with a strong focus on economic aspects.
Development of business sites is a way of generating an income for municipal governments. This
means business sites in Utrecht are developed with a focus on cost minimization, which does not
work in favour of development of a green business site.
Concluding, development of sustainable business sites does not fit in current provincial and
municipal regulations and policy approaches.

4.2.3 GENERAL CONCLUSION
Below, the answer is formulated to the problem statement of this research. This answer is based
on a literature study, a case study and on interview data. Conclusions presented above add up to
answering the problem statement:
WHAT ARE POSSIBILITIES FOR DEVELOPING SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SITES AND DOES A
BUSINESS SITE WITH A SUSTAINABLE IMAGE OFFER ADDED VALUE TO FIRMS?

Sustainable business sites are either green business sites or eco-industrial business sites. At ecoindustrial business sites production processes are interconnected through flows of energy- and
material exchanges. Green business sites are connected to their surrounding areas through
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green open space and ecological corridors. Green space is connected to a larger interconnected
ecological system in order to increase biodiversity at the business site.
Eco-industrial business sites can offer added value to firms through savings on raw material
costs, energy costs and waste treatment costs.
Green business sites can offer added value to firms through a sustainable image. It depends on
firm characteristics whether firms benefit from a sustainable image as a location factor and
whether firms are willing to invest more in a location on a green business site. If firms benefit
from a sustainable image in their value adding process they may be willing to invest in a location
on a green business site. Large (inter) national firms which are active close to consumer markets
(‘specialized firm activity’) can be willing to invest more in a location on a green business site.
This means that in general few firms are willing to make higher investments in a location on a
green business site.
Development of a green business site can be a way of creating a business site which
distinguishes itself from other business sites. So, a business site with a sustainable image has a
competitive advantage over other business site, which can aid in attracting firms to be located
on that site. Hence, development of a green business site does not result in higher revenues for a
real estate developer compared to conventional business sites, but it results in a higher
competitive advantage.

4.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
Due to time constraints and limited accessibility of data there are questions left unanswered by
this research. This research has also resulted in new questions which need to be investigated in
the future. Based on this research, the following recommendations for future research are made:










This research has failed to provide a clear definition of the concept of a ‘sustainable
image’. It remains unsure what a ‘sustainable image’ of a business site is and what
factors influence the image of a business site.
It is necessary to further investigate different measures that are needed to increase
biodiversity at green business sites. It is necessary to get insight in the results, costs and
technical aspects of measures that can be used to increase biodiversity. This insight is
needed to better understand the possibilities for development of green business sites.
More research has to be carried out to discover more potential benefits for firms from a
location on a green business site. This research has focused on the possible added value
of a sustainable image for firms, but a location on a green business site may have other
benefits for firms as well. Firms might benefit from the possibility to utilize green space
for recreational purposes, increased employer satisfaction, increased employer health,
etc. However, more research is needed to get proper insight in additional benefits for
firms from a location on a green business site, besides benefiting from a sustainable
image.
This research has focused on possibilities of developing green business sites. As a
consequence, little attention has been paid to possibilities and possible added value of
eco-industrial business sites. To get more insight in these possibilities and possible
added value, more research is needed.
Attention was paid to the concept of park management and whether park management
can play a role in developing sustainable business sites during the case study. However,
this has not resulted in very detailed information about the value of park management in
developing sustainable business sites. It is recommended that more focused research is
carried out to get better insight in the possibilities and value of park management in
developing sustainable business sites.
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The redevelopment of old, deteriorated business sites is focused on by provincial and
municipal governments. Perhaps old, deteriorated, business sites can be redeveloped
into green business sites. This might be a way of offering (additional) added value to
companies which are currently located at such a site or to possible investors which are
needed to finance the redevelopment of old and deteriorated business sites. Perhaps the
development of green business sites is a way of preventing deterioration of quality
because of the focus on quality of built-up and open space and because of the high
maintenance levels.
Nevertheless, more research is needed to be able to determine the possibilities of using
green business sites as a way to redevelop old, deteriorated, business sites.
A final recommendation for future research made here is to investigate lease and take back
solutions as a way to finance development of sustainable business site. The possibility of using
lease and take back solutions to make it financially possible to develop sustainable business sites
was made by some respondents but was not investigated thoroughly during this research.
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Name
Dhr. C. Droste

Firms
Droste & partners

Occupance
Real estate agent

Dhr. J. Sturkenboom

Postma & partners

Real estate agent

Dhr. Ir. N. Van Geenhuizen

ARCADIS Nederland BV

Project manager

Mw. Drs. M. van Essen

ARCADIS Nederland BV

Senior Project manager

Dhr. H. van de Vliet

Iveco Schouten BV

Location manager

Dhr. P Koolen

Gemeente Utrecht

Policy expert at departement
of economic affairs

Dhr. Drs. E. van Tellingen

Provincie Utrecht

Manager department of
Economic affairs
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE REGIONAL BOARD OF UTRECHT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nieuwegein
Bunnik
De Bilt
Driebergen-Rijsenburg
Houten
Maarssen
Utrecht
Vianen
IJsselstein
Zeist
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APPENDIX 2: LIST OF BUSINESSES LOCATED AT THE WETERING NORTH
Observation 24-05-2009

Address

Type

Firm name

Firm activity

Kromme Wetering 13

Multiple firm unit

New Standard Fasel

Heating
installations

Kromme Wetering 41

Single firm building

Vacant

Kromme Wetering 61

Multiple firm unit

Optiparts

Retail

Belship

Retail

Dubary

Retail

Workuide

Retail

Kromme Wetering 71

Single firm building

KuiperDonse

Printing

Kromme Wetering 81

Single firm building

ARBURG

Retail of injection
moulding machines

Kromme Wetering 91

Single firm building

Van Zomeren

Logistics

Kromme Wetering 101

Single firm building

De Waerd

Electrical
engineering

Kromme Wetering 111

Single firm building

Lefum

Retail of
professional
printing machines

Kromme Wetering 113

Single firm building

Leferink

Packaging

Kromme Wetering 121

Single firm building

Inter Imex

Retail of steel
cutting machinery

Kromme Wetering 131

Multiple firm unit

Lightco

Electronics retail

TMAudio

Electronics retail

PixelSource

Electronics retail

Meijewetering 21

Single firm building

DAF trucks

Truck dealership
and maintenance

Meijewetering 39

Single firm building

Ssang Young

Car dealership

Meijewetering 41

Single firm building

Volvo

Car dealership

Proostwetering 121

Single firm building

Renault

Car and truck
dealership

Proostwetering 22

Single firm building

Opel
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Proostwetering 141

Single firm building

VSU

Hydrolics

Proostwetering 121

Single firm building

IVECO

Truck dealership

Proostwetering 131

Single firm building

ALP hoogwerkers

Sales and rentals of
lifting equipment

Proostwetering 107

Multiple firm unit

Doek retail

Clothing retail

Lancee

Painter

MJK automatisering

ICT

EET Holland

electronics retailer

Kleurwaaier

Painter

Ecopy

Printing

Eurodesk

Office furniture
showroom

Proostwetering 103

Multiple firm unit

Proostwetering 91

Single firm building

G Kuijg

Logistics

Proostwetering 81

Single firm building

Littefuse

Logistics

Proostwetering 50

Single firm building

GLS

Logistics

Proostwetering 53

Single firm building

Hessing

Luxury car
dealership

Proostwetering 41

Single firm building

TNT

Logistic

Proostwetering 40

Single firm building

Scherpenzeel

Data & archive
destruction

Proostwetering 31

Single firm building

Hulskamp

Audio visual
equipement

Proostwetering 29

Single firm building

FRD

Rockdrill
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APPENDIX 3: LIST OF FIGURES
Number

Title

1

Reseach focus

2

The Haarrijn area

3

Research procedures

4

Conceptual model

5

Urban development Leidsche Rijn. The areas marked are Haarrijn, business site the
Wetering North and business site Lage Weide (Source: Gemeente Utrecht, 2007)

6

Picture of the existing noise barrier alongside the Wetering North.
http://blog.lib.umni.edu

7

Haarrijn area which is divided by the Maarssense road (Source: Gemeente Utrecht,
2007

8

Infrastructure at Haarrijn (Source: Gemeente Utrecht, 2008)

9

Three zones of Haarrijn meant for different size companies (Source: Gemeente
Utrecht, 2008)

10

Planned ecological corridors accros the A2 north of the town of Breukelen. (Source:
Provincie Utrecht., 2004b)

11

Areal photograph of pond Haarrijn (Source: Gemeente Utrecht, 2007)

12

Map of Leidsche Rijn Park www.(utrecht.nl)

13

Green structure at business site Haarrijn. (Source: Gemeente Utrecht, 2008)

14

Representative zone at business site Haarrijn (Source: Gemeente Utrecht, 2007)
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